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p 	Pressure, psi 
po 	Maximum Hertzian presSure, psi 
P Radial force, lbf 
• Load on a roller, lbf 
Qm 	See Equation 2-45 
Radius of the rollers, in. 
Radius of the center of the rollers. It is considered the radius 
of the centroidal line of radial sections of the cage. 
Ratio R/Rp 
Environment temperature,F 
Ti 	Inner race temperature, F 
To 	Outer Race temperature, equation 2-19, °F 
To 	Entraining oil temperature, °- 
TC 	Traction Coefficient 
u 	Velocity at contact point, in/sec. 
Dimensionless velocity 
Sliding velocity at the contact, in/sec. 
V 	Dimensionless sliding velocity 
Vol Volume,in3  
W 	Dimensionless radial force 
Position, in 
X 	Pressure ratio po/110,000 
Z 	Number of rollers in the bearing 
" 	 • 	 -- 
Greeks 
at 
Pressure viscosity exponent, I/psi 
Lineal coefficient of thermal expansion, in/°F 
Temperature viscosity exponent 1/ F 
Angle defined in Figure I 
Combined temperature-pressure viscosity exponent, 	F. psi 
Displacement, in. 
Effective clearance, in. 
Unmounted bearing clearance 
Ratio sliding velocity/entraining velocity 
Coulomb coefficient of friction 
Basic viscosity at 1 ata and 100 °F 
Angular acceleration, rad/sec - 
2 
Density sludin3 
a 	Poisson. ratio 
Side leakage effect correction factor 
Thermal effect correctipn factor 
Angular position, see. Figure 1 
Subscripts 
Refers to inner race, or inner race contact 
o 	Refers to outer race or outer race contact 
j 	,Refers to roller j . j = 1 is the roller directly under the load 
Refers to epicyclic condition 
	  j 	  
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
In the design, selection and performance analysis of rolling 
bearings it is very important to know the velocities of its elements 
and mainly the degree of sliding between them, because sliding is 
intrinsically related to friction loses, heat generation, temperature 
of operation and wear. The importance of this knowledge becomes more 
important with the every day increase in operating speeds of machines 
like motors, turbines, textile and other machinery where rolling bearings 
are used. 
Many analytical and experimental investigations on this topic 
have been done; some of the lately published papers [1, 2, 3, 4] analyze 
and present solutions to this problem, valid under certain circumstances 
not always found in practical applications. 
Poplawski [31 and Rumbarger et al. [4] presented solutions con 
sidering that the cage is stationary (or load rotating at cage speed). 
This assumption is consistent with Bonnes' [2] measurements of spinning 
speeds but it is not representative of the normal practical situation 
where the load is stationary while cage and rollers rotate. 
These two above solutions seem to be the most complete ones 
known up to the present time. 
L922221ILLDataLlaELL2a 
The purpose of this work is to develop a computational model, 
which applying current elastohydrodynamic (EHD) knowledge about the 
determination of traction forces, to be able to predict the velocities 
of roller bearing elements when these are working under the normal 
conditions found in industrial applications. The author's intention is 
that the model be useful in design as well as in experimental works. 
Tow main characteristics of the model here worked out make it 
quite different from previous approaches: 
(a) The load and outer ring of the bearing are considered 
stationary while the cage and inner ring rotate. As the rollers are 
moving with the cage, the spinning acceleration of a roller at a given 
position is no longer zero. This acceleration depends on the traction 
forces at the contacts which in turn are determined by the radial load 
and the velocities. As radial forces are a function of the radial 
position of the roller, the acceleration will be some function of the 
position but not of time if the bearing is in steady state. The spin-
ning speed of a roller at any position is therefore the result of its 
acceleration at the previous points and of the time (determined by the 
cage speed) required to reach the position under study. From this  
approach it turns out that the spinning speed of the roller is a 
periodic function of the position. 
(b) Due to the movement of cage and rollers in a fluid, there,  
is a drag force which tends to accelerate the cage. The magnitude of 
the drag force depends on many factors: geometry cage speed, temper-
ature, fluid surrounding the moving elements etc. It is very difficult 
to estimate this drag accurately. In, this work a varying drag coeffi-
cient is used to determine a functional relation between cage drag and 
3 
cage speed, so that known the proper drag coefficient for a given 
application, the operating velocities may be found, and conversely. 
The cage force calculated by applying the model used by Rumbarger [4] 
is alSO indicated, 
The main assumptions and limitations under which this work is 
carried out are listed below, although some others will be stated when 
used in the derivations throughout the text. 
1. The imbalances and geotetrical imperfections are negligible. 
2. Clearance between roller and cage is zero. 
3. Cage is not accelerated at any moment: Nc = constant. 
4. Outer ring and load are stationary or they rotate at the 
same speed, and the reference system is fixed on the outer ring, 
5. The fluid has an exponential pressure - viscosity relation. 
6. The assembly clearances between rollers and races are known. 
7. The working temperatures of inner and outer rings and assembly 
temperatures are known. These temperatures determine the working clear-
ance. 
8. The friction between rollers and cage is of the Coulomb type. 
9. The Higginson's [5] elastohydrodynamic (EHD) relations among 
U, V, G, W and traction forces are accepted at low Hertzian pressures. 
10. Higginson's expression for the film thickness is modified as 
proposed by Cheng [6] to take into consideration the oil temperature 
rise through the contact. Side leakage is negligible. 
11. The load sharing among rollers is determined by the elastic 
deformations, their compatibility and the static equilibrium conditions. 
12. Velocities and accelerations of the axes of the rollers are 
the same as the centroidal line of the cage. 
13. The spinning speed of the rollers is not affected by drag 
forces from the surrounding gases. 
CHAPTER II 
FORCES IN HOLIER BEARINGS 
This chapter studies three aspects of the forces in a roller 
bearing! 
a. The load distribution of the applied load among the rollers, 
The forces on the cage, and 
c. The nature of the forces between rollers and races and the 
roll of the velocities at the contact points in the determination of 
these forces. 
The Load Distribution 
According- to assumption 11 the part of load taken by each roller 
is determined considering the elastic deformation of 	rollers and 
rifigS, the condition of static equilibrium and the geometrical com-. 
patibility of the deformations... 
- Consider Figure 1, 0 is the center of the outer ring of the 
bearing; it is considered fixed, O'is the center of the inner ring. 
displaced a distanCe . 621 from 10 under the action of the applied load P.. 
Circle Cl represents the undeformed outer race surface when there is 
M clearance in the beating : - Note that Cl also represents - the outer 
effelope.orthe'roliers.when Undeformed. 	is - the...actual undetormed. • 
outer race .when there is a diametrical clearance - A. C3 is this race 
when....the bearing .1s 4erormed under the centrifugal rorce of the rollers
only, - C4 - would: be the position- of Cl when displaced dueto the-load 
Figure 1. Deformation in a Roller Bearing 
Workihg 
Clearance 
Deformation due to Centrifugal 
Force 
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if it could displace without any deformation. The shaded area represents 
the total elastic deformations of the bearing, i.e., of inner ring, rollers 
and outer ring. 
At the angular position Y, the elastic radial deformation is: 
= BC - AB - AC - 4/2 	 (2-1) 
AC = O'C - O'A = Rp(l + 5) - O'A 	 (2-2) 
But 
AE 	oz1 Sin Y 
Rp(I + S 1771777-67 
or 
Sin 2-3) 
= arc Sin 8z1 Sin Y [ _ Rpri.777 
Now: 
2-4) 
4(1 + S) Co8 a  - ,6Z1 Cos y 	 (2-5) 
and 
AC = Rp(i S)(1-- cos 	+ -8a Cos y 	 276) 
The total elastic deforMation becomes 
= Rp(1 	S)(1 - COS '13) + :15z1 Cos T - 4/2 	(2-7) 
.Usually, the first term in the right hand side of equation 2-7 does 
not appear in the literature on this topic. This is not relevant when 
the position ' is small but it becomes tnportant when the value of T 
is near n/2 and in some cases (where A is a small negative quantity) 
it may make the difference between the convergence or not of the numer-
ical process to calculate the load distribution. 
The total radial elastic deformation is the sum of those at the 
inner and outer contacts: 
6r = 6i + 60 (2-8) 
It is known [7] that the deformatidn in the case of the line contact 
in bearings may be calculated as 
6 = (Q/1.14 x 107 L8/9 ) ' 9- (2-9) 
Applying the foregone equation to roller "j", its deformation at the 
inner contact is 
8ii = (Qij/l.1 11 x 10 /Ie8/9 ' 9 	 2 -10) 
The deformation in the outer contact will be 
60j = 5 j - 5ij 	 (2-11) 
Substituting (2-7) into (2-11) 
6oj = Rp(1 + S)(1 - Cos 5) + 6z1 Cos Tj - 	- 61J 	(2-12) 
Each roller must be in radial equilibrium. Referring to figure 3-2, 
this equilibrium condition is 
K = 1.14 x 107 
Where the centrifugal force Pc is 
Pc 	 )2  Rp (2-14) 
Fc will be determined later, 
Replacing the forces Qij and Q0j as functions of the deforMation 
6ij, equation 214 becomes: 
Pt + gcNj/INji 	..1.11 + 610 	- [Rp(1 + S)(1 - Cos $j) K 
+ 6z1 Cos Tj 	4/2 - 6ij] L.11 = 0 (2-,15): 
Where 
2-16) 
Equation 2-15 represents a set of Z equations in Z + 1 unknowns: Z 
deformations Sij plus the displacement 5z1. To complete the set of 
Z + 1 equations, the condition of static equilibrium of the inner ring 
is used In the present case it reduces to the fact that the sum of 
the vertical components of the radial forces Q must be equal to the 
applied load P or 
F' = 7' Qij Cot Tj 
j-=1 
Substituting Qij in terms of oij equation 2•17 becomes: 
(2-17) 
7' 
) 	ij Cos 	- P/K . 0 	 (2-18) 
Lw 
j=1 
The system of nonlinear transcendental equations 2-15 and 218 was 
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solved numerically be a subroutine [8] which applies the Newton-Raphson 
method [9, 10]. 
In equation 2-15 the effective clearance A appears. It was deter-
mined assuming that the unmounted bearing clearance was known, and it 
was also assumed that the working temperatures at the inner and outer 
races were 190 and 150 °F. The fits between inner ring and shaft and 
between outer ring and housing were selected as the average of the 
standard allowed fits calculated from the standard tolerances for shafts 
and bearing recommended by ISO. The procedure followed to calculate A 
was that given by Harris [7], considering thermal and force fit effects. 
The final equation was 
- Ai - 2 Bp Inh(1 + S)/Dh-- Ins Ds/(2 Rp(1 + S)) 
Actually the inner and outer ring working temperatures must be determined 
via an analysis of the energy dissipation and of the thermal equilibrium 
in the bearing. This analysis is out of the scope of the present work. 
Forces on the 	 a.2., 
Two kinds of forces act on the cage: the forces from the rollers 
and drag forces due to the movement of cage and rollers in a fluid. 
Forces Between Cage and Rollers 
As the roller speed changes along a revolution so do the forces 
between roller and cage. This force may change its sense too. 
numerical value of this force may be found only when the equilibrium 
state of the bearing is known. In this sense this is one of the items 
looked for in this investigation. 
The force between rollers and cage causes friction between them. 
This friction is assumed to be of the Coulomb type (assumption 8) and 
it is also assumed that the sum of all those friction forces (radial) 
on the cage is zero. Actually the friction forces may cause the cage 
to rotate excentrically and/or to oscilate radially, neyertheless as 
excentricity or oscilation of the cage have not been reported. It is 
believed that the assumption does not have significant influence in the 
prediction of the dynamical operational behavior of the cage. 
Drag Force  
This force results from the motion of the cage in its surrounding 
fluid (a mixture of lubricant and air, in most of the cases). The drag 
is difficult to estimate mainly because of the unknown proportions and 
properties of the fluid and the complex geometry of the cage-rollers 
assembly. Two approaches may be followed to calculate the drag forces: 
a. Using a drag coefficient, to be determined for each circum-
stance the drag force is 
Drag = a 	 (2-20) 
The area may be taken as: 
A = 	Rp` S 
and the velocity is: 
(2-21) 
u = 217 Rp Nc/60 	 (2-22) 
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b. A second approach may be to apply to model used by Rumbarger 
et al. [4]. Two simplifications may be introduced in the model: the 
density of the mixture is the average of the density in the land region 
and that in the other parts of the bearing. The second simplification 
is that the drag on each roller due to the spinning speed is not impor-
tant, compared to the other forces acting on the roller for the deter 
mination of the spinning speed of the rollers. 
The force on the cage is 
Drag = 
Paveg. • f U2A 
_ 2oi1 - Dec .:1(1 + Dec)  
PaVeg 	07-71:2 Dec 
Dec is the ratio volume of oil to total volume in the mixture. 
f = 16/NRe 	
N Re < 2500 
 











Cc being the clearance between the equivalent cage-rollers cylinder and 
the races. 
Eguilibrium of the Cage  
For the steady state operation of the bearing it may be assumed 
that the cage is not accelerated, i.e., dNc/dt = O. On the average 
this is true and it is also true at least Z times in each revolution. 
For a nonsymmetrical position of the rollers in respect to the load, 
the load distribution is not symmetrical. The traction forces 
13 
distribution is also not symmetrical. This fact may cause some accel-
erations on the cage. In any case, these accelerations (if any) must 
be periodical, the period being at most 1/(ZNc). Further theoretical 
and experimental investigations may consider and eventually elucidate 
this point. 
On this basis the cage equilibrium requires that 
77 	Fcjrollers Drag = 0 	 (2-28) 
j = 1 
Traction Forces 
The selection of the proper model to estimate the traction forces 
at the contacts presented some difficulties due to the lack of a theory 
or correlation simple enough to be handled without the necessity of 
introducing too complex and time consuming programs and with a full 
range applicability [12]. 
Some of the published theories and correlations give unrealistic 
results for some ranges of load [5, 13, 14]. Another difficulty was 
the scattering of the published data, or the limited applicability to 
very restricted situations of other data and correlations [15, 16, 17, 
18, 19, 20, 21,22 , 2]. Perhaps this situation arose because, up to 
the present time most of the work done on En has been devoted to the 
measurement and prediction of the fluid film thickness in the contacts, 
while the traction forces have not received the same attention. 
In the course of the investigation two models were used to cal-
culate the forces between rollers and races: the first one used current 
-1 
(2-30) 
1 - 012. 1 - a
2
2 
E = 2 [ E El 2 
(2-29) 
E} theories. The second model was the result of a correlation made by 
the author, of the data published by Trachman and Cheng [11] for the 
fluid XRM - 109. This fluid has been used in the course of the investi-
gation. It was selected because their properties and traction character-
istics were known. 
The use of dimensionless variables have been done using the groups 
proposed by Higginson and Dawson [5], every contact being reduced to its 
equivalent between a roller and a plane as shown in Figure 2. 
 
Elas -bamic Relations  
To reduce the real contact Figure 2a to the equivalent plane 
surface-roller contact Figure 2b, the following relations must be used: 
 




H = h/R 




(2 -33 ) 
Figure 2. Equivalent Contact Geometry 
' 	
, d C 
F = - 	+ VI/H 	 2-36) 
(2-37) 
b/R 
I = j 	expErZ0 .1 - 
7b/R 
»fici;c- 2 .-39) 
x is the dithensionless variable of integration 
11.  
   
 





The relations among these variables were those proposed by Higginson 
and Dawson [51, only the expression for H was modified to take into 
account the side leakage and thermal effects as suggested by Cheng [6]. 
Referring to Figure 2b: 
F = l.43 V0.71  2-35) 
"I" is the ditensionlegs product (TI/710)dA integrated over the contact 
Area To carry out this integration, it is assumed that the lubricant 
pressure viscosity relation is: 
 
(2-38) 
The pressure used is, that given by a Hertzian distribution. In dimension-
less form the integral becomes: 
X = p /110000 	dimensionless 	 (2-44) 
2 
110 	+ u2  ) /(21cf To) dimensionless 	(2-45) 
17 
X = X (2-4o) 




The Film Thickness  Correction Factors.  
Many investigators have suggested that the Higginson's expression 
for the film thickness must be corrected in order that it can agree with 
experimental data. Three factors must be taken into account to make 
these corrections: side leakage of the lubricant, thermal effects and 
high pressures. In the case under study the side leakage is not impor-
tant (the Le/b relation is very large) so 0s is taken as one. 
pressure effect is considered in the next part of this chapter. 
thermal effect is taken into account as proposed by Cheng [6]; an 
empirical relation was derived Cor oil XRM - 109 [23] which correlates 
very well with Cheng's factors (see Appendix C). Although other studies 
were considered [2)+, 18 21] Cheng's factors turned out to be the most 
convenient in this case. 
For XRM-109 the thermal correction factor is 
Ot = ExP[-(0.5677 + 0.0348X )Q 
(.4003 + 0. 0311X) ] (2-43) 
18 
Traction Forces at High Pressures  
The Higginson's formula for the traction forces predicts high 
traction forces unrealistically when the pressures are not mall. This 
effect has been studied by many authors [18, 26, 19, 12], but it does 
not seem to exist an agreement as to how to improve the prediction of 
traction forces when the pressures are high. In the present investi-
gation an experimental work done by Trachman and Cheng [11] was corre-
lated to derive an empirical equation to estimate the traction forces. 
After a review of the literature some works were considered to be used 
[20, 16, 22, 13] and finally the Trachman set of data was selected 
because: 
1. One of the fluids used was XRM-109. 
2. The traction coefficients were found under combinations of 
both rolling and sliding velocities of the same range of values found 
in the present work. 
3. The range of pressures was wide enough to include most of 
the cases found in the current investigation. 
4. They are for line contact. 
The final form of the traction coefficient is (see Appendix D) 
TC = CX + D(1 - e -AX 	 2-46) 
being: 
US, 	 (2,47) 
C = .0143X + .0357 	 (2748) 
19 
3.41435 
D = 0.046 - 0.031 e 31136X -0.  (2 -49) 
A = 147,507 arc'tg(4.76979(X - 1 .0597)) 	 (2-50) 
+ 0.1 (x 	1.0597) +. 210 
This formula correlates very well to the data and is perfectly valid 
for the range of velocities (x s .14) which covers most of the cases 
studied. To extend the range of validity of the formula an experentially 
decaying expression was used going through the value of Tc at X = 0.14 
and decaying asymptotically to zero. 
20 
CBA21ER III 
DYNAMICS OF THE ROLLER BEARING 
The goal of this work is to determine the velocities of all 
elements in the bearing, general expressions for the velocities of the 
points of contact and the rotating speeds of every part are necessary to 
be derived. By applying D'Alambert principle equations for dynamic 
equilibrium and the accelerations are found. 
The velocities, rotating speeds and accelerations are absolute 
(assumption # 5) and their positive senses are those indicated in 
Figure 3. 
Kinematics of the Roller Bearing  
The expressions for some of the velocities found herein are some-
what different from those found in some references [7, 4, 1]. This is 
due to assumption # 4. 
As a point or reference, the epicyclic speeds are found from the 
general expressions by simply setting the slip equal to zero in the 
inner and outer contact. 
Referring to Figure 3, the velocities at the contact are: 
s) _ 	. - S 
60 	30. (3-1) 
0 	30 
rRD Nc 3-2) 
• 24...u-to = 
- S)Rp 
1 + S)Rp 
21 
Figure 3. Velocities of Roller Bearing Elements 
22 
u2i 	30 - (Nc + S • Nj) -  
u2i = A2 = Up U2A/o 
u20 = 3p 	• Nj - Nc 
The mean rolling velocities are: 
U- = i(u_. + u ) = 2E2 [N(1 el 	i 	30 
= 2(u20 uio ) :e& 
+ Nc + S • Nj ]/2 
• Nj - Nc )/2 
(3-6 ) 
(3-7) 
The sliding velocities become 
vi = u2i _ u2i = 	[N(1 - • (3-8) 
rRp 
= 	(NC - S - Nj) 30 
If there is no slip at any contact, the epicyclic speeds are: 
Ncep = N(1 - S)/(2S) 
Njep = N(1 - S)/2 
Eliminating N between equations (3-:Lo) and (3-11): 
Njep = Ncep/S 




aamics of the Rollers 
Figure 4 showy the forces acting on a roller. The condition of 
dynamic equilibrium requires that EF = 0. as it is assumed that there 
23 
Figure L. Forces on a Roller 
is not any clearance between roller and cage and according to the 
assumption made that the cage is not accelerated at any time, the 
summation of forces in tangential direction must be zero tF = O. The 
only acceleration suffered by the roller is the spinning acceleration. 
Writing down the previous statements as equations: 
Qij + Qc + Qfcj 	Qoj. 0 
Fij + fij 
 -Foj - F
foj 
+ Fcj =0 
(3 -13 ) 
(3-14) 
S • Rp(Fij 4 fij + Foj + Ffoj 
- piNjilFcliNj) 	Jwj = 0 	(3-15) 
Note that 
Adopting the assumption [7, 5 3, 4] that the forces Fij and Qij 
have a resultant going through the center of the roller (idem for Qoj 
and Foj), equation 3-15 reduces to 
= S • Rp (Ffij + ■ofj 	INS IlFcliNU (3-17) 
The last assumption is true when the roller is rigid, but if the surface 
is feformed the direction of this resultant may change its direction. 
Furthermore, depending on the magnitudes of the velocitiea (dimensionless)  
and pressures, the center of pressure and the pick of pressure may be 
displaced and it is possible that the force will be shifted an unknown, 
distance. At the present time it Ls not possible to prove the existence 




The centrifugal forces Qc is equal on all rollers and is 
m Rp wc
2 
In dimensionless form 
we = 	 ( 211 
Le E Ri 
For steel rollers 
/, We = 0.255 S
2 
 Lt 	Nc2 x 104/(Le E Ri) 
We = ClNc
2 





Wfcj = 14, 'NJ! Fe Nj 	 (3-22) 
Finally 
14_'_jC 1 Nc2 - Ro Woj/Ri + Wfcj = 0 	 (3-23) 
The radial force in the outer. contact, is hence 
 
Woj = 	(Wij + C1 Nc2  + µ INj I Fcj/Nj)/Ro 	 (3724) 
Tangential Direction 
If the cage force on the roller, F j from equation 3-14 is non-
dimensionalized with respect to the inner contact equivalent radius Ri, 
it is 
as aiTCoj/aN is zero. 
Tei  Le FE 	Ri Ro (Toj + Tfoj)/Ri - - Ffij (3-25) 
If the Higginson's formulas are used to relate forces to velocities, then 
 
Fe = Ro(.715 U0.71  + Voj Loj/Hoj)/Ri 




   
'no uij  
Le E Ri 
T10 voj 
Le E Ro 
(3-27) 
  
Hij = 1.6 Uij
.7 .6 W 0 
tij (3-29) 
  
Expressions for the remaining variables in 3-26 are similar to the last 
ones but substitute the proper sub-indexes. 
If the traction coefficient approach is used, the dimensionless 
cage force on the roller is 
Fcj = RoTCoj Woj/Ri - TCij Wij 	 (3-30) 
Sometimes it is necessary to know the derivative of the cage force in 
respect to the inner ring speed N: it is 
gsj Wi' 
bN 	bl\T (3-31) 
(3-32) 
(3-33 ) 
id 	S Hp Le RiE(Ro Tfoi /Ri + Tfij - p INjliTcjI/Nj) 
When the Eigginson's forMulas are used in 3•32, it becomes 
• Rp Le E Ri[Ro(.715 Uoj71  + Voj Ioj/Hoj)/Ri 
+ .715 Uir 71 + Vi' Iij/Hij - plNjIl 
dll 	1/Bri) (3 -34) S Rp Le E Ri(TCoj Ro Woj/Ri + TCij Wij - p 
Rollers Acceleration 
On the other hand, when traction coeffidients are used the acceleration 
is 
	  ire IL 
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the rollers as a function of the dimensionless forces is, in rad/sec 




METHOD OF ATTAC K 
The Spinni212212CL Function  
Finding the spinning speeds and the inner ring speed implies a 
method of successive approximations because the forces and accelerations 
are functions of the speeds looked for. In the present study the spin-
ning speed acceleration for a given roller (at a given position) is not 
equal to zero but it is constant at each position if the bearing is in 
a steady state, as it is assumed. 
The change ir acceleration from one position to another must be 
such that the new speed and acceleration in the new position be the 
result of the previous values. Furthermore, this change must be con-
tinuous and periodical with a period equal to that of the cage. 
Known the roller spinning acceleration as a function of time, it 
is easy to put it as a function of position, so that when integrated it 
gives the spinning speed at each position of the roller. It must be 
remembered also that the load on each roller depends, in general on 
the position of the roller measured by , the angle Y. 
The necessary transformations are: 
diuj 	dui 
dt &if 	dt 
But d'Y/dt is the velocity at which the roller changes its position, i.e., 
the cage speed. The change in the spinning speed due to the change in 
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position is then 
dwO 
 - 60 tbj 	
rad'/raa 
dT 	 sec (4-2) 





tuj is given by equations 3-33 or 3.34. 
If dNj/dY is integrated over one revolution the result must be 
zero as Nj is a periodic function of Y. The problem to solve is then 
reduced to find the function Nj ('Y) and the inner ring speed N, such 
that 
r'l cl.N1 
T.1 	d d'Y = 
and 
Drag + 	Fcj = 0 
j=1 
The Method  of Solution 
An analytical solution for this problem or even for any of its 
main parts is not possible. Thus a computerized solution was imple-
mented by writing pTograms to solve the different parts of the problem 
and then they were integrated to bring the complete solution. 
Load Distribution  
The set of z + 1 nonlinear equations 2-15 and 2-17 were solved 
by Newton-Raphson method [8] given a set of cage fortes Fij and a set 
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estimated deformations. The criteria for convergence was that the change 
in each deformation from iteration to iteration had to be less than 
0.1 percent. The cage forces remain constant through the process. 
The found deformation was used to calculate the forces on each 
roller 
Qij = 1.14 x 107 e8/9 au l.11 (4-7) 
Solution for Speeds 
Known the loads acting on the rollers, the maximum Bertzian 
pressures may be calculated. If at least one of the rollers were under 
pressures higher than 6o,000 psi the acceleration was calculated using 
the traction coefficient correlation, otherwise the Higginson's formulas 
were used. 
Three iterative loops, one inside the other were necessary to 
find the spinning speed distribution and the inner ring speed. This 
process began with a set of estimated inner ring and rollers speeds. 
First Loop  
Keeping the value of Nj i at Y = Ti = 0 (this position corresponds 
to the roller directly under the load) constant this loop calculates the 
forces and accelerations necessary to integrate dNj/dY from Y l to 
M, predicting in this way the new value of Nj at Y i M'. This new 
value substitutes the previous one for that position. dNJAY is taken 
from equation 4-3 and in integrated using a sixth order formula [10]. 
The integration continues, step by step through a complete 
revolution. Keeping the first value constant, this integrating routine 
is repeated until the change in the last value of Nj between two 
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successive integrations is less than .01 percent. 
Second Loop  
When the first loop converges, the value of Nj at ' = 0 is 
changed using a successive replacement method [9, 27, 10] and loop one 
repeated. These changes in Nj 1 are made until condition 4-5 is satisfied 
within a .01 percent of the value of M i . At the end of this loop the 
speed distribution and the net cage force are printed if desired. 
Third Loop  
The spinning speed distribution found in the second loop is not 
the correct one unless condition 4-6 is satisfied. If that requirement 
is not satisfied the value of the inner ring speed N is changed, using 
a decelerated Newton-Raphson method [9], and loop two repeated again. 
In this step the derivatives are evaluated numerically and thecriteria 
for convergence is that the change in the inner ring speed must be less 
than .01 percent. 
The loop with the fastest convergency is the loop two which 
usually needs only three or four iterations, while loop one has the 
slowest convergency requiring ten or twelve iterations in some cases. 
General Procedure 
The general procedure is as follows: Given an applied load P 
and a cage speed Nc, the load distribution is found neglecting the 
friction forces between rollers and cage, but considering. P and the 
centrifugal loads. With the found loads on the rollers kept constant 
the equilibrium speeds are found as described under "solution for speeds." 
The friction forces of the cage on the rollers are small compared 
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to those due to the applied load and centrifugal effect so their 
influence on the load distribution is very small. Nevertheless, the 
equilibrium speeds may be taken to find the individual cage forces and 
the friction forces. Taken into account these forces a new load dis-
tribution and new equilibrium speeds are found, and so far. This general 
iteration usually converges after one or two iterations. 
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CHAPTER V 
ANALYSIS CF RESULTS 
Results  
Appendix A has the computer programs written in Fortran V by 
the author: two main programs and nine subroutines. Four more sub-
routines from reference [8] were used but are not included in Appendix A. 
The first main program is matched with the first of the two sub-
routines SYS2 to find the cage force for given values of load and epi-
cyclic (no slip condition) cage speed, as function of cage slip. Slip 
is defined as: 
slip = (Nc - Ncep)/Ncep (5-1) 
Noting that the variations in centrifugal force are small for small 
variations in cage speed and that the operating range of slip is small 
the results of the first main program may be interpreted as cage force 
as the function of N for a given. Ncep, or as cage force being a function 
of Nc for the corresponding epicyclic shaft speed. Tables 2 to 10 are 
results of this program. 
The second main program when used with the first of the subroutines 
SYS2 gives the spinning speed distribution epicyclic speeds, total and 
individual cage forces, traction coefficients and slip as well as the 
elastic deflections, loads and film thicknesses. 
Tables 11 to 13 are results obtained with this program. 
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When the second main program is matched with the second of the 
subroutines SYS2, the program gives the same type of values as in the 
previous case, but here it uses the drag model given in reference [1+], 
the specified load and cage speed and an assumed inner ring speed. The 
tabulated results correspond to this operating point. 
Table 1. Bearing Characteristics 
Bore Diameter 2.5590 in. 
Outer Diameter 5.5118 in.  
Width 1.2992 in. 
No. of Rollers 12 
Roller Diameter .8268 in. 
Roller Length .6962 in. 
Pitch Diameter 4.035 	in.  
Clearance 0.0 	in. 
These programs were run for a bearing whose characteristics are given 
in Table 1, lubricated with oil XRK-109 [23]. A combination of seven 
loads and nine speeds were the inputs. The results are given in. Tables 
2 to 13 and are plotted in Figures 5 to 29. 
Figures 5 to 7 give the driving cage force (from the rollers) as 
a function of slip (or operating cage speed) for the three different 
shaft speeds, it also gives the drag force on the cage as a function of 
Nc. In each graph the parameters are the loads and the drag coefficients. 
Figures 8 to 17 are plots of cage forces versus the slip (or inner 
ring speed) for seven cage speeds. The parameter is the applied load. 
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Drag force as a function of the drag coefficient is also shown. 
The driving cage force presents a maximum for some value of slip, 
as can be seen in Figures 5 to :L7, Figure 18 represents the slip at 
which the maximum driving cage force would be obtained versus epicyclic 
shaft speeds for different loads. 
Figure 19 is the qualitative representation of the behavior of 
the bearing as the shaft velocity increases. 
The deflection at the inner contact is plotted in Figures 20 to 
22. Position 1 corresponds to the roller directly under the applied 
load. 
Figures 23 to 25 give the dimensionless filMthiCkness,and 
finally Figures 26 -- 29 give the spinning speed of the rollers as a 
function of the position for different loads. 
Conclusions 
The main conclusion drawn from this work is that it is possible 
to predict the speeds and forces of rolling bearing elements as well as 
any other desired operating parameter under practically any condition of 
loads and speeds. Some other particular conclusions are listed below. 
Cage Forces  
1. The total net force from the rollers on the cage increases 
rapidly as the slip increases until it reaches a maximum value. After 
this point, the cage force decreases very slowly as the slip is increased. 
2. The existence of this maximum in the cage force- slip curve suggests 
that for an operating cage speed (constant drag) there may be two equili-
brium shaft speeds. It is believed that in the practical range of loads 
ao 
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and speeds only the low slip equilibrium position is reached. 3. The 
slip at which the maximum cage force is reached is affected by the applied 
load and the epicyclic speed. An increase in load or speed brinds a 
decrease in the value of that slip, although the effect of changes in 
load is much higher than that of the changes in speed. 4. There is 
not an adequate analytical method for determining the drag fOrce on 
the cage. 
Operating Speeds  
5. In the present study the drag was calculated for different 
values of the drag coefficient so that if the drag coefficient is known 
(or determined) the operating speeds may be found from the charts of 
Figures 5 to 	and 26 to 29. 6. 'A plot of the forces on the cage 
against cage speed such 	that qualitatively suggested in Figure 19 
would indicate that for a given applied load there is a maximum cage 
speed given by the intersection of the drag force curve and the curve 
going through the points of maximum cage driving force. If the shaft 
is rotated at a speed higher than , corresponding to the maximum Nc, the 
age speed decreases. This conclusion agrees , with the predicted double 
value of slip for, given cage speed and load. 7. Using Figures 26 to 
29, it is possible to determine the spinning speed at each position of 
the rollers. 8. The minimum spinning speed is just before the roller 
enters the inner race contact zone, from this point it is accelerated 
up to a maximum, somewhere after the point of maximum load. This con-
clusion is the opposite of Poplawski's conclusion [3] but it agrees 
with Bonnes' data [2]. 
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Influence of Centrifugal Forces  
9. The increase of centrifugal forces has an effect on the load 
distribution and elastic deflections at the inner race similar to an 
increase in clearance. 10. An increase in centrifugal force increases 
the deformation of the roller under the load and decreases that of the 
rollers at the end of the loaded zone. 11. The film thickness increases 
when the centrifugal forces increase. 12. When a bearing is operating 
at the low slip point of equilibrium, an increase in centrifugal force 
decreases the operating cage slip. 
Recommendations  
In order to improve the understanding of the dynamics of the 
roller bearings and the ability to predict their behavior, the author 
encourages: 
1. Experimental determination of the velocities of the elements 
of roller bearings in the practical range of loads and speeds, in order 
to have reliable data to compare with the theoretical results. 
2. A theoretical and experimental investigation to determine 
the resistant forces on the cage and rolling elements assembly. 
3. An extension of the present model to other lubricants with 
different traction coefficient characteristics. 
4. Generalize the s tudy to the ball bearing case. 
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Figure 5. Cage and Drag Forces. Shaft Speed 3600 rpm 
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Figure 7. Cage and Drag Forces. Shaft Speed 1006.2 rpm 
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Figure 9. Cage and Drag Forces. Cage Speeds 700 and 4000 rein 
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Figure 10. Cage and Drag Forces. Cage Speeds 1000 and 6000 rpm 
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Figure 12. Cage and Drag Forces. Cage, Speed 700 rpm 
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Figure 14. Cage and Drag Forces. Cage Speed 1500 rpm 
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Figure 20 Elastic Deformations at Inner Race Applied Load 400 
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Figure 21. Elastic Deformation at Inner Race Applied Load 800 Lbf. 
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Figure 23', Dimensionless Film Thickness at Inner Race. 
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Figure 24. Dimensionless Film Thickness at Inner Race. 
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Figure 25.., Dimensionless Film Thickness at Inner Rade. 
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Figure 27. Spinning Speeds of Rollers, Cage Speed 2000 rpm 
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Figure 28. Spinning Speeds of Rollers. Cage Speed 4000 rpm 
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Figure 29. Spinning Speed of Rollers. Cage Speed 6000 rpm 
APPENDIX A 
PROGRAMS 
The required programs in Fortran V are included here. When 
using them, take into account the comments inserted in each program 
and make the required changes in parameter and data values. 
C 	 DYNAMICS OF ROLLER PEAR'' ,1GS TAKING INTO ACCOUNT 
C ELASTOHYORUDYNAAIC FORCES 
C 
C. 	 BY MANUEL A. MOLINA C. 
C 
C 	 PROGRAM TO FIND THE FORCES ON IHE CAGE FOR GIVEN CAGE SPEED 
C THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS MUST DE CHANGED WHEN THE NUMBER 
C 	 OF ROLLERS OR THE NUMBER OF ROLLERS IN CONTACT AT THE 
C INNtk RACE CHANGE. 
C 	IZ IS THE TOTAL NUMBER OF ROLLERS IN THE BEARING 
C IZ1 IS THE NUMBER OF ROLLERS IN INNER RACE CONTACT+1 
IZ3 IS 1Z+1 AND 1Z2 IS IZ1+1 
PARAMETER IZ=12,1Z1=6,IZ2=7,IZ3=13 
C 	THIS PROGRAM MUST RE USED 4,HEN P IS MORE THAN 100 
C OR THE CLEARANCE IS NEGATIVE AND OF THE ORDER 
C 	OF SE-5 IN. 
DIMENSION PHI(IZI),ODCIZI,IZ2),PD(IZI,IZ2) 
1,DELCIZ1),PLCIZ),PLOCIZ),4'O(I73),WCIZ3), 
2VICI 7.3),VIO(IZ3) .,DELNEWCIZI),DELX(IZI) 
3,IRCIZI),JC(IZI),0(171,IZ2),PPHICIZ3) 












C 	 THE FOLLOWING DATA MUST BE CHANGED WHEN REOU/RED,THE 
C SIMBOLS ARE THE SAME'AS IN THE THESIS ONLY THE NEXT ARE 
C 	 CHANGEn - ETA° IS THE BASIC VISCOSITY,DELES IS THE UNMOUNTED 
C BEARING CLEARANCE,ALPHA 15 THE LINEAR COEFICIENT OF 
C 	 THERMAL EXPANSION,AEX IS THE PRESSURE VISCOSITY EXPONENT 
C AND CKFF IS THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF THE OIL. 
DATA TA.ITI,R,RP,LT,LE,ETAO,INHJ.INS,NC,TO, 
ICO , DELES , E..ALPHA , DH , DS , MIU,AEX$P1,CKFF/100.,190•,.4134,2.0175 























12J=.001157 . 1, 50 , t444.1:L1 




















C 	 PPHI(J) IS THE ANGULAR POSITION OF ROLLER J 
DO 10 J=1,ZI 
10 PpHI(J)=2.*3.1415927*FL0AT(J-1)/FLOAT(Z) 
DELTA=. - 0 
907 	WRITE(6,1) 
REAN5,2,ERR=900,END=900) P,NC 
1 	FORMAT(' GIVE EXTERNAL LOAD AND CAGE SPEED ') 









IF(P 	2.)60 TO 1010 
PRINT 1001 
1001 FORMAT(/,/,/,/,' 	NC 	 P 	 EPNC 	CSLIP 
1 	N 	CAGE FORCE',/,/) 
PC=(.225E-4)*S**2*Rp**3*LT*NC**2 
THE CALCULnTION - OF THE GUESSED INTIAL VALUES OF THE 




DO 1000 MAN=1,25 
N=N+DNN 
IF(MAN .GT. 15)N=N+5.*DNN 
IF(MAN .GT. 19)N=N+10.*DNN 
IF(MAN .GT. 24)N=N+50.*DNN 
INIT=0 




IF(P .GT. I500.)FAC=3.6 
IF(P'.LT. 320.)FAC=2.16 




IFOL .LE. .n) 
DELTA1) 
17 	DDEL(.1)=DL-DELTAI+ARS(00S(.5+PPHI(J)))/5. 
C DEEL ARE THE ELASTIC DEFORMATIONS AT THE INNER CONTACT 
GO TO 19 
19 DIN=CELTA1*COS(PPHI(J))/5. 







NIZ = IFIXIACOS ('OT.LTAI/(2.*DDELCZI)))/PPHI(2)) 
L1=10 
NZ=2'NIZ+1 
C 	 NZ IS NUMPER OF ROLLERS IN CONTACT AT INNER RACE 
IF(NZ+1-17.1)200,201,200 
200 	PRINT 202,N7_ 
202 FORMAT('. NUMBER OF. ROLLERS IN CONTACT IS NOT IZI, NZ=',I2) 
GO TO 900 







601 DO 991 J=I,NIZ 
PHI(j+1)=PP141(J+1) 
CFJ3(J+1)=CF(J+1) 








DO 85 X=1,Z 
85 PD(K,1)=PC/CK 
PD(Z+1,I)=-P/CK 
DO 20 K=1,Z 
DO 30 J=2,ZI 
IFC(J-1) .E0. K1 PD(KpJ)=1. 
IFC(J ,, 1) .NE.. K1 PD(K,J)=.'0 
30 CONTINUE 
20 PD(K,Z+2)=-1. 










THE FOLL0 14ING SUBROUTINE GIVES THE DEFORMATIONS AT THE INNER 




















1FCIERR1 	.F0. 	-I) 	I1N=3 




L.!RITE(6,119) 	iJ TZN 
FO.RMAT(' 	THE NUMBER OF ROLLERS IN CONTACT IS 2*NIZ+1 	,NIZ =',I3) 




DO 	111 	J=1,NIZ 
DDELCJ+1)7DELNEW(J+1) 
DDEL(Z-J+1)=DELNEWCJ+1) 




IF(DDELO(J) 	.LT. 	0.) 	DDELO(J)=0. 





DO 	113 	.1=NIZ1,pNIZ2 
DDELO(J)=(PC/CK)**0.9 
DDELCJ)=0. 
DO 	117 J=1,Z 
PHIC4)=PPHI(J:) 
TWRMX=0 
DO 	100 	. P,t1,2: 
rF(DDELCO)) 	299,299,300 
PL(J)=CK*DDELI:J)**1.11 










100 	IF(1.!0(J) 	C.1E-5..))IWRMX=1 
1•Y(I23)=.1, (1) 
TF- CI•RMX .NE. M1=7 
rF(P-300.)704.704.705- 
705 	!URMX=1 
GO. TO' 620 
704 	DO 137- J=1iZ 
4 VI(J)=VI(S-1) 
GO TO.5 







VI (J)=SIm3Ni (PHET7,11,•01,.1H 	P in0,1•,c39) 
GO TO 5 
39 PRINT 8,J 
q F,RmAT(' INTEGW\L DOES NOT CJNVER•,J=',I4) 




GO To 137 








GO TO 137 
130 PRINT 140,J 
140 FORMAT(' VIO DOES NOT CONVERGE,J=',I3) 







GO To 620 
901 WRITE (6,9) 
GO TO 900 
902 0RITEC6,11) 
31 FORMAT() 
9 FORmAT('PROGRAM ENDED RY ERROR IERR1=-1') 
11 FORMAT('PROGRAM ENDED BECAUSE IERR2=-1') 
GO TO 900 
620 IF(INIT)602,603,602 
603 	DO 604 KA=1,IZ3 
NJ(KA)=NC/S+ABSC(C1.-S)/(2.2*S))*ONN*COS(.5*PPHICKA))) 
IF((NJ(KA)-NC/S) .LT. 0.)NJ(KA)=NCIS 
IF(IWRmX-1)640,641,640 
641 	CALL CFCPNPCCF(KA),ACC,DCf,N,NJ(KA),M(KA)) 
GO TO 639 
640 	CALL ACDCF(ACC,DCF,NaNJCKA),VICKA),VIOCKA),4I(KA),CF(RA)1 
639 CF(KA)=CF(-KA)*LE*E4,:PI*APS(NJ(KA))*MIU/NJ(KA) 
IF(CF(KA)-C•1E+5))604,642,642 
642 	PRINT 31,CF(KA) 
GO TO 900 
604 CONTINUE . 
602 	DO 61R .LI=1,Ii3 
IF(MIU •LT. (.3E-10))G3 TO 61R 








DO 6R1 J=1,I3 




CVIVJ)=CNIMTCX,VIO.I7,3,1,X . .0,5683) 
Cl.I(J)=CNINT (X, I:, I 73,7, XR,D, t.643) 
TF(CV(J) .LT. 0.)CY(J)=0. 
CGF(J)=GNINT(X,CFpIZ3,3,XPJD,S683) 
GO TO Aril 
C . • 	IN THE PRF1JIOUS INTERPOLATING SUBROUTINES IT MUST RE NOTED 
C 	 THAT NJ IS THE. SET OF INITIAL VALUES OF ROLLER SPEEDS,W ARE 
C THE DIM.ENSIONLFSS INNER CONTACTS LOADS,CF ARE THE ESTIMATED 
• C 	FORCES OF THE'ROLLERSZN THE CAGE,VI AND VIO ARE THE 
C INTECGRALS REOUIRED 	.CALCULA•E THE TRACTION FORCES 





IF(CV)(J) .LT. 0.)C1.:(J)=0. 
.CCF(J)=STINT(X,CF,I23,3,XD,D,S683) 
691 	XS=XA+DX 	• 	' 
673 CALL SY-52(N,CNJ,CVI,CVIO,CW,CCF,IZ,I3,ZTEiE74IER,/WRMX,II,CAFO) 
1F(IER 01-E. —1)IPJ=IRJ+I 
IF(IRJ .LT. 	 IER .NE. —1)G0 TO 671 
GO TO 695 
693 	PRINT 696 
686 FORMAT(' CONTINGENCY IN INTERPOLATING SUBROUTINE') 
GO TO 900 • 





606 	PRINT 607,IER 
607 FORMAT(' DIVERGINGISYS2,1ER7f,I3) 
GO TO 900 
605 	IF(MIU) 609,6144-608 





GO TO 609 
611 	IF(CF(K))613,609,613 
613 ER9'.(CFCX)-5CF(K))/CF(K) 
609 	IF(A95(ERg) .GT. ER9)ER9=A8S(ER8). 
IF(ER9—ERR9)614,6114,615 




C 	 THIS RETURN TO 601 TO INTRODUCE THE FORCES OF THE CAGE ON 
C THE ROLLERS,DUE TO FIRCTION,IN THE LOAD DISTRIBUTION. 
621 	PRINT 622,ER9 




PRINT 731 ,NC,PiEPNCsGSLIPIN fi CAF0 
731 	PORMATC1X,5( 1 1 • 6, 1X) oEl 1 a 6) 
1000 CONTINUE 











DO 100R 1=1,7 
RE=4.593*RP**2*CAVEL(I) 
CN=3.97/(RE**.5) 




IF(REI .GT. 2500.)F1=(48./REI)*(REI/2500.)**.85596 
RE0=2.*.045931, RP*CAVEL(1)*(1.+5) 
F0=16./RE0 











1031 	FORMAT(' "NG =°,7E9.4,/) 
1032 FORMAT(' REF 4 =',7E9.4) 
DO 1111 L=1,15 
DRACO=DRACO#.025 
IF(L .GT. 4)DRACO=DRACO+i075 
DO 1112 K=1p7 
1112 DRATO(K)=CONST*DRACO*CAVEL(10**2 
1111 	PRINT 1 -033,DRACO,DRAF0 
1033 FOR•AT(RE9.4) 
1034 FORMAT(IX,/s 1 DRAG COEF 	DRAG FORCES AT EACH NC....',/) 
GO TO 907 
900 	END 
409:> 
LI  I ' 
C 	 DYNAMICS OF R1LLEk PFA::IINGS lAIONG IN10 ACCOUN1 




PY MANUFL A. MOLINA C. 
C 
C 	 7 1-IIS PROGRAM CAL0ULA1ES 1HE CAGE FJRCF,SPINNIN(+ SPEED 
C DISTRInUlIjN,SLIHS,FILM luICXNESsES,EHICYCLIC SPEEDS,LOAUS 
C 	 AND DEFJMAlIJNs FJ 	GIVEN CALF AND SHAFI SPEEDS 
C LHFN 1I-IF PROPER SURk)UTTNE SYS2 IS USED. 
C 	 1HE PROGRAM ALS) CAN CALCULA1E 1HE PkEl,IIDUL GUANTITIES 
C AFTER FINDING luF FDUILIRRIUm 3PE::A1ING CJAD1F)N IF 1HE 
C 	 PEAKING FOR A GIVEN CAGE SPEED AND A GUESSED SHAFT SPEED. 
C INE SHAF1 SPEED IS CHANGED PY 1HE PROGRAM UNIILL 1HE EUUILI-. 
C 	 PRILIM CONDITION IS FOUND. IN THIS CASE 1HE SECOND FORM OF SYS2 
MUST RE • • 
C 	 USED. SEE THE CJMMENIS IN SYS2. 
C SIMRCILS AND COMMENTS OF THE FIkS1 MAIN PROGRAM ALS3 
APPLIES TO THIS PROGRAM. 
PARAMETER 17=12,11_1=6,1Z2=7,1Z3=13 
C 	TUIS PP)(;RAm MUST E4F. USED t•1-EN P IS MORE THAN 100 
C OH THE CLEARANCE IS NEGATIVE AND OF THE ORDER 
C 	OF 5E...5 IN. 
































CI I =• 715* CETAOlcRP*3. I A159265A/ 	 )**. 
PCI=(I .+S)*S*RP 
C2=C11*(RO/RI)**.29 





672 	C10=1g00.#S*RP.,',LE*E*R1✓ (3.14159P654*RJ) 
72 
cr.Ho 
































IF(P .01". 1500.-)FAC=3.6 
IF(P .LT. 320.)FAC=2.' 
DO 19 .1=1,Z 
DL=C(FAC*(PA-Cf(J))/(CK*FLOAT(I)))**.9)*(ABS(COS(PPRI(J))))**1.5 
IF(J .E0. 1)ARRR=DL 
IF(DL .LE. 	DL=.0 
IF(DELTA1) 17,17,19 
17 	DDEL(J)=DL-DELTAI*ABSCCOS(05*PPHI(J)))/5. 
GO TO 19  
19:DIN=DELTA1*COS(PPHI(J))/5. 












202 FORMATC' NUMBER OF ROLLERS IN CONTACT IS NOT Ill, NZ=',12) 
GO TO 900 



















DO 85 K=1,Z 
85 PD(K,1)=PC/CK 
PD(Z+1,1)=-P/CK 
DO 20 X=1,Z 
DO 30 J=2“1 
IFC(J-1) .EC. 	PD(X,J)=1. 
IF((J-t) .NE. PD(K,J)=.0 
30 CONTINUE 
20 PD(K,Z+2)=-1. 












IF(IERR1 .E0. -1) IRR=3 




909 WRITE(6,119) NIZN 
119 FORMAT(' THE NUMBER OF ROLLERS IN CONTACT IS 2*NIZ+I ,NIZ 




DO 111 J=1,NIZ 
DDEL(J+1)=DFLNEV)(J+1) 
111 DDEL(Z-J+1) -=DELNE1"(J+1) 




600 1F(DDELO(J) .LT. 0.) DDELO(J)=0. 





DO 11.3 J=NIZ1,NIZ2 
DDELO(J)=(Pc/CK)**0.9 
113 DDEL(J)=0. 
	 I 	 L 	 ' 
01 117 J=1,7. 
117 l'HI(J)=PPR/(1) 
IURMX=0 
Do inn J=1,7 
IF(DDFL(J)) 2.99,299,300 
300 PL(J)=OK*ODEL(J)**1.11 
GO TO 703 
P99 PL(J)=0. 
7n3 IF(DDELO(J)) 302,302,301 
301 PLO(J)=CK*DDELO(J)**1.11 




IF(W(J) .GT. (.13E5))IWRMX=1 
WO(..1)=PLOCJ)/(E*RO*LE) 




GO TO 620 
704 	DO 137 J=1,2: 
IF(W(J)-•W(J..•1)).3,4,3' 
4 VICJ)=VICJ - 1) 
GO TO 5' 








GO TO 5 
39 PRINT 8,J 
R FORMAT('. INTEGRAL DOES NOT DONVER.,J=',I4) 




GO TO 137 
6 IFIVO(J)1 136,136,135 







GO TO 137 
130 PRINT 140,J 
140 FORMAT(' VIO DOES NOT CONVERGE,J= 1 ,I3) 







GO TO 620 
901 WRITE (6,9) 





9 FjMAT('PiOGRAN ENDED PY ER, 1k IERR1=..1') 
11 FIRMAT('PROGRAM ENDED RECAUSE IERR2=-1') 
(;"..) TO 900 
620 IF(IN1T)602,603,602 
603 	DO 604 X4=1,1.73 
NJ(KA)=PME+PMA*(C:)SCPPHI(KA)))/S 
IF(CNJ(XA)—NCTS) .LT. 0.)NJ(KA)=NC/S 
SLY=S*NJ(KA).—NC 
IF(IWRMX-1)640,641,640 
641 	CALL CFCPNP(CF(KA),ACC,DCF.,N,9J(KA),W(KA)) 
09 TO 639 
640 	CALL ACDCF(ACCoDCF,N,NJ(KA),VICKA),VrO(KA).04(KA),CF(KA)) 
639 CF(10)=CF(KA)*LE*E*RI*ARS(NJ(KA))*MIU/NJ(KA) 
IF(CF(KA)--(.1E+5))604,642,642 
642 	PRINT Ol,CF(KA) 
GO TO 900 
604 CONTINUE 
602 	DO 618 LI=1,IZ3 









DO 681 J=1,I3 





IF-(CU(j) .LT. 0.)CW(J)=0. 
CCF(J)=GNINTCX,CF,IZ3,3,XD,D,S693) 





IFCCW(J) .LT. 0.)CW(J)=0. 
CCF(J)=STINT(XoCF,IZ31,3,X13,D,S693) 
6F1 	XR=XB+DX 
673 CALL SYS2(N,QNJ,CVI,CVIO,CW,CCFsIZ,I3,ITE,E7,IER,IVIRMX,II,CAFO) 
GO TO 685 
6P3 	PRINT 686 . 
686 FORMAT(' CONTINGENCY IN INTERPOLATING SUBROUTINE') 
GO TO 900 





606 	PRINT 607,IER 
607 FORMAT(' DIVERGING.SYS2,IER=',I3) 
GO TO 900 
605 	IF(MIU) 608,614,608 
608 ERS=0. 
ER9=0. 





GO TO 609 
611 	IFCCFCR))61n,An9,613 
611 FRRtCcFCK)-SCFCK))/tF(x) 
609 	IFCADS(FR8) .Gi. Eli9)9=ARS(FR8) 
IFCER9-ERR9)(14,614,615 




621 	PRINT 622/ER9 









IFCWCJ) .LT. 0.)SS5=-1. 
IF(UCJ)) 627,626;627 
627 	WAI=ABSCWCJ)) 
IFcARS(WCJ3) .LT. C.IE-37))WA1=.1E•36 
WA2=SS5*WA1**AEX 
GO TO 628 
626 	WA2=0. 
628 IFCU .LT. 0.)SS6=- . 
IFCU)629,630,629 
629 	WA3=ABS.(U) 
IFCADSCU) .LT. (.1E - 37))WA3=.1E-36 
•A4=SS6tWA3**.7 
WA5=SS6*WA3**.71 
































9:5;-! 	FURMATC7,' P 	 N 	 ErNJ ='PE10. 	' 	C,L1r 
IF1(1.5, , ,,,,'EPNJC =',E10.5,' 	EPNC =',E10.5, 1 	TTC =',E10.5,' 	CF 
2=',E10.5,/,/) 
DO 371 K=1,I7.3 
J=K 
371 	PRINT 331.J11DEL(..1),W(J),TC(J),NJCJ),SLIP(J),CF(J),H(.1) 
331 FORMAT(1X,12,2E9.4,5(1X,E9.4)) 
GO TO .907 
900 END 
FUNCTION PHERTZ(XoFK) 
C THIS SUBROUTINE PERFORMS THE INTEGRATION REQUIRED 
C 	 b;HEN THE HIGGINSON'S METHOD TO CALCULATE THE TRACTION FORCES 












B PRINT 9,AR 







C 	SUBPROGRAM TO GET FILM THICKNESS THERMAL REDUCTION FACTOR 






GO TO 3 
1 	X=E*C(0/(2.*PI))**.5)/110000. 
3 PHITER=EXPC—C.5677+.034*X14 , EXPC(.4003+.0311*X)*ALOG(0))) 




nulmouTINE JATF:A(D,ZI,DEL,; - 
SUPHOUTINE TO RE M.`;•I1 WITH N:;IMFG (MATH-PACK) TO 
C 	SOLVE THE FftST SF1 IF EODATI INS:LOAD DIS1RIBUTION. 
COMMON /JA1/AMG,FT,RK,P,DELTAkP,S,CFJ . 3(40) 









GO TO 4 
2 	PHI1=ANG*FLOAT(Z1-K) 
4 IF(APS(DEL(Z1)*SIN(PHI1)/(RP*(1.+5)))-1.) 11,11, - 10 
10 	PRINT 5,DEL(Z1) 




IF(DEL(K) .LT. 0.)SI=-1. 
IF(DELO .LT. 0.)5SI=-1. 
IF(DEL(10 .GT. 0051=1. 























GO TO 101 
100 	A(KoZ1)=-1. 11:A22“CIS(PH41)+IN(PH11)*OIN(OETA), 
11((1.-(COSCHETA))**2)**.5)) 
101 - A(K,Z+2)=(CFJ3(10-FC)/CK-A3.3+A44 
752 	A(Z1,Z1).A(Z1,Z1)-A(K,Z1)*A11*COS(PHII)/A55 
810 DO 820 j=1,Z . 
IF(K 	 A(K,J)=0. 





C 	SURJ ■ 3011NE 1/ EVALI11F THE. Cl•E FUkCE,NCF, TI-1F ROLLER SPINNING 
C ACCELF.FATITIN,W;CiANI) THE DEkPiATIVE OF NCF IA.TH kESPECT TO 
C 	THE INNFJ: KING SPF.F0. 
/CENFOP/sNC,CP,C11,C4,C5,AFX,MIU,C6,C7,CR,C9,C1041 
1/CCFPW/C16E1An,(:13ij0APCKFF,PlskiiPPO,DUMA 









































IFCNJ .LT. 0.)SSS=-1. 
IFCA0S(NJ) .LT. (.1E-35))NJ=SSS*(.1E-35) 
ACC=C10*(TC1*U+CRO/RI)*TCO*1 .10-MIU*NJ*ABS(NCF)/ABS(NJ))/NC 








C 	 SUBROUTINE TO RE USED 1•.HEN GIVEN A CAGE SPEED AND INNER 
C RING SPEED,THE TOTAL CAGE FORCE AND OTHER OPERAYING VARIABLES 
C 	 ARE LOOKED FJR.IT MUST PE USED IF FOR A SPECIFIED CAGE SPEED 
C WE ARE LOOKING FOR THE CAGE FORCE AS FUNCTION OF THE 
C 	 INNER RING SPEED. 



























DO 20 KJ=I,IM 
J=Kj-3 
IF(J .E0. 1)00 TO 20 
IF(J .GT. 1)J=J-1 
IF(KJ .LT. 4)J=IZ3-4+KJ 
IF(KJ .LT. 4)NJ(J)=NJ(J)-CLA 
99 	IF(IWRMX-1)21,22121 
22 CALL CFCPNP(CF(J),ACC,DCF,N,NJ(J),W(J)) 
92 	GO TO 23 
21 CALL ACDCF(ACC,DCF,N,NJ(J),VI(J),VIO(J),W(J),CF(J)) 
23 	NPJ<KJ)=ACC 
IF(KJ .LT. 4)NJ(J)=NJ(J)+CLA 
TN(J)=DCF' 
IF(KJ - 4)20,20.51 
51 	NJ(J+1)=NJ(J)+11*(251.*NPJ(KJ)+646.NPJ(KJ-1)-264.*NPJ(KJ-2) 
1+106.*NPJ(KJ-3)-19.*NPJ(KJ-4))/720. 
IF(NJ(J+I) .GT. EPH)NJ(J+I)=FPH 
IF(NJ(J+1) .LT. EPL)NJ(J+1)=EPL 
20 	.CONTINUE 
52 IF(ARS((CACA-MJ(IZ3))/NJ(IZ3))--E7)5R,5B,55 
55 	C ► A=NJ(IZ3).H\IJ(1) 
IC=IC+1 
IF(IC-ITE)54,54,11 
59 	DO BO J=I,LIM,II 
Rn TCF=TCF+CF(J) 
A13=-TCF 
A23=NJ( I73):-N3( 1 ) 
DELN1= , A23 
D=PELN1 
1. 4.- •An , : rn,,,o If TTM 	I T. C•/%(:.1 • I 1A 
LIL! 1'11.1_ 	 
81 
TFCAPS(DFLN1) .GT. 4011(1.)DELN1 ,- 1)FLN1/10. 
IF(An.S(DELNI) .GT. 1000.)DEL11=DELNI/2.5 
IF(A131;(DELM1) .CT. In00.)DF.LN1=DELN1*FAC/2.5 
IF(APS(DELNI) 	1000.)DELNI=DFLN1tFAC/2.5 
TF(ARS(DELNI) .GT. 700.)DELNI=DELN1*FAC/2.5 
NJ(1)=NJC1)7DELNI 
IPCNj(1) .LT. (0$11,NC/S))NA(1)=',93*NteS 
IF(NJ(1) .GT. 1.3*Nt(1..-S)/(2.*S))NJ(1)=1.3*N*(1..•S)/(2.*S) 
11=11+1 







FUNCTION FTC: . U1pU2,W) 




C 	SUBPROGRAM TO CALCULATE TRACTION COEFICIENTS AT HIGH PRESSURES 
SS=1. 
PV=-(1'....-S)*DUM-(2)*2. 











GO TO 3 
X=E*(C•/C2.*PI))**.5)/110000. 
3 	C=-.0143* -X-.0357 
D=.(4.6-.031EXPC-.311361, X**3.41435) 
A=147.507*ATAN(4.76979*(X-1.O597))+.1*(X-1.0597)+210. 
FTC=SS*CC*ARS(Al..)+1. ) ,“ 1 • -EXPC-A*ARS(AL) ) ) ) 




SUBROUTINE :=INS2(N,NJ,VI,VIO,W,CF,I7Pre:3,IT•,E7,1ER,It .:RMX,II) 
C. 	SUFWOUTINE FIR THE .SECOND SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS IN THE 
DYNAMIC ANALYSIOF 	PEAINGS 
THIS SUPPUOTI•E MU S T rtE US•D WHEN GIVEN A CAGE SPEED AND 
C 	 A GUESSED SHAFT SPEED..THE EQUILIBRIUM OPERATING CONDITIONS 
C ARE DESIRED.H•k• THE RUHARGER'S mnbPn. TO CALCULATE 
C 	 -THE DRAG FORCE IS USED. 










IF(RE .GT. 300000.)CN=.146/CRE**02) 
DF=(.1239E7.6)*MC=i, 24:RR444.11 CN 
REI=4.593*RP*(1.—S)*NC/100. 
FI=16./REI 
IFCREI .GT. 2500.)FL=C4g./REI)*CREI/2500.)**.135596 
REO=.04593*RP*(1.+S)*NC 
F0=16./REO 
IF(F0 .GT. 2500.)F0=t4A.1RE0)*CRE0/2500.)**.85596 






















DO 20 KJ=14)IM 
J=KJ-3 
IFCJ .E0. 1)00 TO 20 
IF(J .GT. 1)J=J...1 
IFCKJ .LT. 4)J=IZ3-4+KJ 
IFtKJ .LT. 4 )NJCJ)=NJCJ)—CLA 
99 	IF(IWRMX-1))21,22:921 
PP CALL CFCPNP(CFCJ),ACC,DCF,N,NJ(J),W(J)) 
92 	GO TO 23 
21 CALL .ACDCF(ACC/DCF,N,NJ(J),VIcJ),VIOCJ),WCMCFCJ)) 
23 	NPJCKJ)=ACC 




NO(,1 4. 1)=NJ(J)+(?51.4, NPJ(I(.!)+1,46.1 , NPJ(KJ+1 ) 264.*NPJ(XJ-2) 
1+106.*NPJ(KJ-3)-19.*NPJ(KJ-4))/720. 
20 	CONTINUE. 
52 IFCA0S( (CAcP-NJ(/Z3))/NJ(1Z3X)-E7)59,58i55 
55 	CLA=NJ( IZ3) -NO(1) 
I C=IC+1 
I F( IC- I TE.)54,5A, 1 I 




25 	AI 3=TCF+DRAG/(p .1:494, IL*RI) 
A23=NJ( I Z3) -NJ( 1 ) 
PRINT 31,A11,A13,A23,N,NJ(I) 
31 	FORMAT() 
IFCIS2 	1)60 TO 19 
2 	IFCA11 0.)SS=-1. 
IF(AB5(A11) .LT. (.1E-10))A11=SS*(.1E-10) 
DELTAN=A13/A11 
IFCARS(DELTAN/AN) .LT. (E7))60 TO 19 
rF(ABs(DELTAN) 	4000.)DELTAN=DELTAN/50. 
IFCA9SCDELTAN) ,GT. 1000.)DELTAN=DELTAN/10. 
IF(ABSCDELTAN) .GT. 1000.)DELTAN=DELTAN/10 
1F(ABSCDELTAN) .GT. 1000.)DELTAN=DELTAN/10. 
IF(ARSCDELTAN) .GT. 700.)DELTAN=DELTAN/10. 
IF(DELTAN 	300.)DELTAN=DELTAN/4. 
0ELTAN=DELTAN/2.1 
IF(P .GT. 700.)DELTAN=DELTAN/3.5 
N=AN-DELTAN 	 • 






IF(ARS(D/NJCIZ3)) .LT. E7)G0 TO 33 
IF(A85(DELNI) .GT. 4000)DELNI=DELN1/10. 
IF(ARS(DELN1) .GT. 1000.)•ELNI=DELN1/2.5 
/FCABS(DELN1) .GT. 1000.)DELNI=DLN1/2.5 
IF(A8S(DELNI) .GT: 1000.)DELN1=DELN1/2.5 
IF(ARS(DELN1) .GT. 700.)DELN1=DELN1/2.5 
NJ(1)=NJ(1)-DELN1 
IF(NJ(1) .LT. (.F3*NC/S))NJ(I)=.93*NC/S 
IF(NJ(1) •GT. 1•3*N*(1•-S)/(2.*S))NJ())=1.3*N*(1•-5)/(2.*S) 
IT=IT+1 
IF(IT-ITE)29,29,11 
33 	IF(APS(A13/A11)/AN 	 .AND. ABS(D/NJCIZ3)) .LT. E7)G0 TO 10 
IS2=0 












C 	 SURROUTINE TO CALCULATE THE DERIVATIVE OF NJ,ACCJAND THE 
C DERIVATIVE OF THE CAGE FORCE RESPECT T3 INNER RING SPEED N, 




22 	• 	A4=MIU*AEfS(NJ)*CF/NJ 
23 A3=4:+CI*N**2+A4 






















IF(UE .LT. 0.)SS1=-1. 










GO TO 82 
81 	IF(UI .LT. 0.)SS4=-1. 




































The tabulated results obtained are plotted and presented in 
Figures 5 to 29. A few of the tables obtained are included, Tables 2 
to 13, as example of the results given by the computations. 
87 
Table 2. Cage Force. Applied Load 2400 lbf . Cage Speed 400 rpm 
NC P EPNC CAGE FORCE 
.400000+03 .240000+04 .400800+03 -.199601-02 .100818+04 .496097-05 
.400000+03 .240000+04 ;401660+03 -.398405-02 .101020+04 .827517-05 
.400000+03 .240000+04 .402400+03 -.59 -6420=02 .101221+04 .106011-04 
.400000+03 .240000+04 .403200+03 -.793648-02 .101422+04 .122452 -04 
.400000+03 .240000+04 .404000+03 -.990096-02 .101623+04 .134283-04 
.400000+03 .240000+04 .404800+03 -.118577-.01 .101825+04 .142936-04 
.400000+03 .240000+04 .405600+03 -.138067-01 .102026+04 •149358-04 
.400000+03 .240000+04 .406400+03 -4.157480-01 .102227+04 .154182-04 
.400000+03 .240000+04 .407200+03 4-.176817-.01 .102428+04 .157839-04 
.400000+03 .240000+04 .408000+03 -.196078-01 .102630+04 .160631-04 
.400000+03 .240000+04 .408800+03 -.215263-01 .102831+04 .162767-04 
.400000+03 .240000+04 .409600+03 4.4.234374-01 .103032+04 .164402-04 
.400000+03 .240000+04 .410400+03 -.253410-01 .103233+04 .165644-04 
.400000+03 .240000+04 .411200+03 -.272372 - 01 .103434+04 .166578-04 
.400000+03 .240000+04 .412000+03 -. 291261-01 .103636+04 .167264-04 
.400000+03 .240600+04 .416800+03 .4..403069-01 .104843+04 .168257-04 
.400000+03 .240000+04 .421600+03 •4..512332-01 .106050+04 • 166680-04 
..400000+03 .240000+04 .426400+03 619135.•.01 .107258+D4 .164134-04 
.400000+03 .240000+04 .431200+03 4•...7235604.401 .108465+04. .161184-04 
.400000+03 .240000+04 .444000+03 -. 990989 - 01 .111685+04 .152159-04 
.400000+03 .240000+04 *456800+03 .°.124343+00 • 114905+04 fi 136859-04 
.400000+03 .240000+04 .469600+03 -.148211+00 .118125+04 . 136746-04 
.400000+03 .240000+04 .482400+03 -.170812+00 .121344+04 .124367-04 
.400000+03 .240000+04 .495200+03 -.192245+00 .124564+04 .122964-04 
.400000+03 .240000+04 .548000+03 -.270073+00 • 1378 ,45+04 .124259-04 
GIVE EXTERNAL LOAD AND CAGE SPEED 
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Table 3. Cage Force. Applied Load 200 lb_. Shaft Speed 1750 rm 
NC EPNC (SLIP " N CA CE MICE 
.695706+03 .200000+03 • 697098+03 -.199600-02 • 175350+04 ..254789-07 
.695706+03 .200000+03 .6.98499+03 -.399405-02 .175700+04 .497790-07 
.6957x)6+03 .2_00000+03: • 699881+03 -.596419-02 .176050+04 .732_595-07 
• 695706+03 .200000+03 .701272+03 -.793648-02 .176400+04 • 9513461-07 
• 695706+03 .200000+03 .702663+03 -.990096-02 .17.6750+04 .117575-06 
.695706+03 .200000+03 .704055+03 -.118577-01 .177100+04 .138479 - 06 
• 695706+03 • 200000403 '.'705446+"03' =. 139067'- 01 • 177450404 - 158589 - 06 
.695706+03 • 20000 .3+03 706938+03 157480 - 01 .177900+04 177934-06 
.695706+03 • 200000+03 .7014229+03 -.176916-01 • 179150+04 .196543-06 
. 695706+03 .200000+03 .709620+03 -.196079-01 .178500+04 .214443-06 
.695706+03 • 200000+03 .141012.+03 -•21.5263-01 .178850+04 .231659-06 
.605706+03 .200000+03. . 7124034.03 -.234374-01 .179200+04 .249213-06 
.695706+03 .200000+03 .713795+03 -.253410-01 .179550+04 .264 '130-06 
.695706+03 .200000+03 .715186+03 -.272373••01 .179900+04 .279432-06 
.695706+03 .200000+03 .716577+03 -.291261-01 .180250+04 .294139-06 
.695706+03 . 200000+03 • 724926+03 -.403070-01 • 182350+04 .370959-06• 
.695706+03 .200000+03 .733274+03 -.512332-01 .184450+04 .43078406 
.695706+03 .200000+03 . 741623+03 -. 619.135 .01 .186550+04 • 476539-06 
.69570 '6+03 .200000+03 .749971+03 -.723560-0 . 1 .188650+04 .510383-06 
. 695706+03 • 200000+03 .7.72234+03 -.990999-01 • 194250+04 .549439-06 . 
.695706+03 . 200000+03 .794496+03 -.124343+00 • 199950+04 . 494590-06 
695706+03 .200000+03 .816759+03 -.148211+00 .1?.054504.04 . ' 493296-06 
.695706+03 .200000+03 .939022+03 -.170912+00 . .211050+04 .495952-06 
.695706+03 .200000+03 .861294+03 -.192245+00 .216650+04 .495190-06 
.695706+0 . 3 . 200000+03 .953117+03 -.270073+00 .2397'50+04 • 447549-06 
GIVE EXTERNAL LOAD AND CAGE SPEED 
GIVE EXTERNAL LOAD AND CAGE SPEED 
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.700000+03 ..800000+03 .709800+03 -.138067-01 .178545+04 .149082-05 
.700000+03 .800000+03 .711200+03 -.157480-01 .178897+04 .164287-05 
.700000+03 .800000+03 .712600+03 -.176817-01 .179249+04 .178315-05 
.700000+03 .800000+03 .714000+03 -.196078-01 .179602+04 .191256-05 
.700000+03 .800000+03 G715400+03 -.215264-01 .179954+04 .203194-05 
.700000+03 .800000+03 .716800+03 -.234374-01 .180306+04 .214206-05 
.700000+03 .800000+03 .718200+03 -.253411-01 .180658+04 .224361-05 
.700000+03 .800000+03 .719600+03 -.272373701 .181010+04 .233724-05 
.700000+03 .800000+03 .7210004.03 .7.291261•01 .181362+04 .242353-05 
.700000+03 •800000+03 .729400+03 -.403070-01 .183475+04 .281475-05 
.700000+03 .800000+03 .737800+03 7.512333•01 41435588+04 .304700-05 
.700000+03 .800000+03 .746200+03 ...611136-01 .187701+04 .317467-05 
.700000+03 .800000+03 .754600+03 7.723561.•01 '4,189814+04 .323266-05 
.700000+03 .800000+03 .777000+03 -.990990-01 .195449+04 428236905 
.700000+03 0300000+03 .799400+03 -.124343+00 .201083+04 . .220407705 
, .700000+03 .800000+03 .821800+03 -.148211+00 .206718+04 .251444 705 
.700000+03 .100000+03 .844200+03 -.170812+00 .212253+04 .251906-05 
.700000+03 .800000+03 .866600+03 -.192245+00 .217987+04 .246877+05 
.700000+03 .800000+03 .959000+03 -.210073+00 .241230+04 .'231367705 
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Table 5. Cage 	 Applied Load 400 lb, Shaft. Speed - 600 rum 
NC 
• 143117+04 .400000+03 
• 143117+04 .400000+03 
.143117+04 .400000+03 
• 143117+04 ••400000+03 
• 143117+04 .400000+03 
• 143117+04 .400000+03 
.143117+04 .400000+03 






.143117+04 • 400000+03 
.143117+04 .400006+03 
.143117+04 .400000+03 
.143117+04 . 4000130+03 
• 143117+04 . 400000+03 




.1431 C7+04 .400000+03 
• 143117+04 ,400000+03 









.143619+04 -.398405-02 .361440+04 .156722-06 
.143975+04 -.596420-02 . 3621 60+04 .2293153-06 
.144262+04 -.793649-02 .362880+04 .298294-06 
.144548+04 -• 990097-02 .363600+04 .363808-06 
.144834+04 -.118577-01 .364320+04 • 42601 6-06 
.145120+04 -.1353067-01 .365040+04 .45350 66-0 6 
.145407+04 --.157480-01 .365760+04 .541101-06 
.145653+04 -.176817-01 .366480+04 .594261-06 
.145979+04, -.196078- '01 .367200+04 • 6446753-06 
.146265+04 -.215264-01 .367920+04 .692477-06 
.146552+04 -.234374-01 .368640+04 .737775-06 
.146838+04 -.25341 . 1-01 .369360+04 .780696-06 
.147124+04 -.272373-01 .370090+04 .821312-06 
.147410+04 -.291262-01 .370900+04 .R59753-06 
.149128+04 -.403070-01 .375120+04 .104933-05 • 
.150845+04 -•512333-01 .379440+04 .117914-05 
.152562+04 -.619136-01 .393760+04 .125857-05 
.154280+04 -.723561-01 .388090+04 .129155-05 
.159960+04 -.990990-01 .399600+04 .1185303-05 
.163439+04 -.124343+00 .411120+04 .953327-06 
.168019+04 -.149211+00 .422640+04 .110880-05 
.172599+04 -.170112+00 • 434160+04 .108432-05 
• 177178+04 -.192245+00 .445680+04 .106139-05 
.196070+04 -.270073+00 .493200+04 .980908-06 
'GIVE EXTERNAL LOAD A \JD CAGE SPEED 
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EPNC CSLIP N CAGE FORCE 
.100200+04 -.199601-02 .252046+04 .302139-05 
.100400+04 -.39840 .6-02 .252549+04 .520159-05 
.100600+04 -.596422-02 .253052+04 .685621-05 
.100800+04 -.793651-02 .253555+04 .811117-05 
.101000+04 -.990099-02 .254058+04 .907474-05 
.101200+04 -.118577-01 .254561+04 .982303-05 
.101400+04 -.133067-01 .255065+04 .104101-04 
.101600+04 -.157480-01 .255568+04 .108748-04 
.101800+04 -.176817-01 .256071+04 .112454-04 
.102000+04 -.196078-01 .256574+04 .115426-04 
.•102200+04" -.215264-01 .257077+04 .117821-04 
.102400+04 -.234375-01 .257580+04 .119755-04 
• 102600.1.04 -.253411-01 .258083+04 .121317-04 
.102800+04 -.272373-01 .258586+04 .122576-04 
.103000+04 -.291262-01 .259089+04 .123586-04 
.104200+04 -.403071-01 .262108+04 .126312-04 
.105400+04 -.512334-01 .265126+04 .126070-04 
.106600+04 -.619136-01 .268145+04 .124548-04 
.107800+04 -.723561-01 .271163+04 .122328-04 
.111000+04 -.990990-01 .279213+04 .104682-04 
.114200+04 -.124343+00 .287262+04 .951894-05 
.117400+04 -.148211+00 .295311+04 .980999-05 
.120600+04 -.170813+00 .303361+04 .903842-05 
.123800+04 -.192245+00 .311410+04 .899922-05 
.137000+04 -.270073+00 .344614+04 .815234-05 
GIVE EXTERNAL LOAD A9 CAGE SPEED 
Table 7. Cage Force. Applied Load 1200 lb f . Cage Speed 1500 rpm 
NC EPNC (ISLIP CAGE FORCE 
.150000+04 • 120000 +04 • 150300+04 -.199601-02 • 378069+04 .722412-06 
.150000+04 .120000+04 .150600+04 398405•02 • 378824+04 .134471+05 
.150000+04 120000+04 .150900+04 -.0596420+02 .379578+04 .189737-05 
.150000+04 .120000+04 .151200+04 -.793649-02 .380333+04 .238416-05 
.150000+04 .120000+04 .151500+04 990096+02 .381088+04 .281346-05 
.150000+04 • 120000+04 .151800+04 -.118577-01 .381842+04 .319240-05 
.150000+04 .120000+04 .152100+04 -.138067-01 .382597+04 .352720 -05 
.150000+04 • 120000+0 ,4 .152400+04 -.157480-01 . 383351+04 .382321-05 
• 150000+04 • 120000+04 • 1 52700+04 -.176817-01 . 38410 6+04 .408509-05 
.150000+04 • 120000+04 .153000+04 ..'.196078+01 . 384861+04 .431684-05 
.150000+04 120000+04 153300+04 +.215264+01 385615+04 .452199+05 
.150000+04 .120000+04 .153600+04 -.234374-01 . 386370+04 .470356-05 
.150000+04 .120000+04 .153900+04 -.253411-01 .387125+04 .486426-05 
.150000+04 .120000+04 .154200+04 -.272373-01 . 387879+04 .500637-05 
.150000+04 120000+04 .154500+04 +.291261+01 .388634+04 .513200-05 
.150000+04 .120000+04 .156300 +04 -.403070-01 . 393162+04 .562603-05 
• 150000+04 .120000+04 . 158100+04 -.512333-0"1 .397689+04 .583776-05 
.150000+04 • 120000+04 159900+04 -.619136-01 .402217+04 .588269-05 
.150000+04 .:120000+04 .161700+04 -.123561+01 406745+04 .561492+05 
.150000+04 .120000+04 .166500+04 -.990990-01 418819+04 459244+05 
.150000+04 120000+04 .171300+04 1 2 4343+06 .430893+04 .370010+05 
.150000+04 120000+04 .1761'00+04 -.148211+00 . 442967+04 • 443865+05 
.150000+04 120000+04 • 180900+04 +.170812+00 .455041+04 • 433923+05 
.150000+04 • 120000+04 .185700+04 +0192245+00 . 467115+04 .425671-05 
.150000+04 • 120000+04 .205500+04 +o 270073+00 .516921+04 • 392336+05 
GI VE E XTERNAL. LOAD AND CAGE FORCE 
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Table 8. Cage Force. Applied Load 1600 lb f . Cage Speed 2000 rpm 
NC P EPNC 	C5L1P N CAGE FORCE 
.200000+04 .160000+04 .200400+04 -.199601-02 .504092+04 .164172-05 
.200000+04 .160000+04 .200800+04 -.398406-02 .505098+04 .294644-05 
.200000+04 .160000+04 .201200+04 -.596422-02 .506104+04 .402553-05 
.200000+04 .160000+04 .201600+04 -.793651-02 .507111+04 .491186-05 
.200000+04 .160000+04 .202000+04 -.990099-02 .508117+04 .564341-05 
.200000+04 .160000+04 .202400+04 -.118577-.01 .509123+04 .624984-05 
.200000+04 .160000+04 .202800+04 -.138067-01 .510129+04 .675449-05 
.200000+04 .160000+04 .203200+04 '..157480-01 .511135+04 .717581-05 
.200000+04 .160000+04 .203600+04 -.176817-01 .512141+04 .752852-05 
.200000+04 .160000+04 .20.4000+04.-0196078-01 .513148+04 .782441705 
.200000+04 .160000+04 .204400+04 -.215264 -01 .514154+04 ,. -807298405 
.200000+04 .160000+04 .204800+04 -.234375-01 .515160+04 .828195-05 
.200000+04 .160000+04 .205200+04 ...253411.01 .516166+04 .845766-05 
.20. 00. 0.0.024 .160000+04 .205600+04 ...272373.01 511112+04 .860508-05 
.200000+04 .16000(1+04 .206000+04 ...291262-01 .518178+04 .812871-05 
.200000+04 .160000+04 .208400+04 -.403071-01 .52421.5+04 .913234-.05 
.200000+04 .160000404 .210800+04 -.512334-01 .530252+04 .919300-05 
.200000+04 .160000+04 .213200+04 ...419136..01 .536289+04 .818627-.05 
.200000+04 .160000+04 .215600+04 •.723561-01 .542326+04 .822423,05 
.200000+04 .160000+04 .222000+04 -.990990 ,01 .558425+04 .695753+05 
.200000+04 .160000+04 .228400+04 ..+124343+00 .574524+04 .411113-.05 
,200000+04 .16000414-04 .234800+04 +.148211+00 590423+04 .-68488605 
.200000+04 .160000+04 .241200+04 -.170813+00 .606721+04 4410115705 
.200000+04 .1690004.04 .247600+04 -.192245+00 ..422820+04 .655811..05 
.200000+04 .160000+04 .274000+04 -.270073+00 .489227+04 .605820-05 
GIVE EXTERNAL LOAD: AND CAGE-FORCE' 
GIVE EXTERNAL LOAD AND' CAGE SPEED 
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Table 9. Cage Force. Applied Load 2000 lb
f . Cage Speed 4000 rpm 
NC EPNC CSLIP CAGE FORCE 
4400000+04 .200000+04 .400800+04 -.199601-02 .100818+05 .104885-05 
.400000+04 .200000+04 .401600+0 4 -. 398406-02 .101020+05 •208112-05 
.400000+04 .200000+04 .402400+04 -.596422-02 .101221+05 .354437-05 
.400000+04 .200000+04 .403200+04 -.793651-02 .101422+05 •869836-05 
.400000+04 .200000+04 .404000+04 -.990099-02 .101623+05 .109293-04 
.400000+04 .200000+04 .404800+04 -.118577-01 . 101825 +05 .117667-04 
.400000+04 .200000+04 . .405600+04 -.138067-01 ..102026+05 .123759-04 
.400000+04 .200000+04 .406400+04 157480-01 .102227+05 .128079-04 
.400000+04 .200000+04 4 4 0 72 0 0 + 0 4 -.176817-01 .10 2428+05 .130755-04 
.400000+04 .200000+04 .408000+04 -.196078-01 .102630+05 .132401-04 
.400000+04 .200000+04 .408800+04 -.215264-01 .102831+05 .133340-04 
.400000+04 .200000+04 .409600+04 -.234375.01 .103032+05 .133800-04 
.400000+04 .200000+04 .410400+04 -.253411-01 .103233+05 •133937-04 
.400000+04 .200000+04 .411200+04 -.272373-01 .103434+05 •133847-04 
.400000+04 .200000+04 .412000+04 -.291262.01 .103636+05 •133594-04 
.400000+04 .200000+04 .41'6800+04 -.403071-01 .104843+05 .128963-04 
.400000+04 .200000+04 .42160(1+04 -.512334-01 .106050+05 .123608-0A 
.400000+04 .200000+04 .426400+04 -.619136-0.1 .107258+05 .118038-04 
.400000+04 .200000+04 .431200+04 -.723561-01 .108465+05 .113244-04 
.400000+04 .200000+04 .444000+04 -.990990-01 .111685+05 .974938-05 
.400000+04 200000+04 .456800+04 -.124343+00 .114905+05 .100120-04 
.400000+04 .200000+04 .469600+04 -.148211+00 .118125+05 •980t 64-05 
.40000.0+04 .200000+04 .482400+04 -.170813+00 .1213'44+05 .959690-05 
.400000+04 .200 .000+04 .495200+04 -.192245+00 •124564+05 .93 .9370-05 
.40.0000+04 .200000+04 .548000+04 -.270073+00 .137845+05 . .871072-05 
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Table 10. Cage Force. Applied Load 2400 lbf . Cage Speed 6000 rpm .  
NC EPNC CSL IP N CAGE FORCE 
.600000+04 .240000+04 .401200+04 -.199601-02 .151228+05 .337390-05 
.600000+04 .240000+04 .602400+04 -.398405-02 .151529+05 .526740-05 
.600000+04 .240000+04 .40160+04 7.594420702 .151831+05 .105239-04 
.600000+04 .240000+04 .604800+04 -.703649702 .152133+05 .161212-04 
.600000+04 .240000+04 .606000+04 • 4990096-02 .152435+05 .173153-04 
.600000+04 .240000+04 .607200+04 -.118577-01 .152737+05 .177723-04 
.600000+04 .240000+04 .608400+04 -.138067-01 .153039+05 .180114-04 
.600000+04 .240000+04 .609600+04 -.157480-01 .153341+05 4151408-04 
.600000+04 .240000•04 .610800+04 -.176817-01 .153642+05 .181983 7 04 
.600000+04 .240000+04 .612000+04 _74196078701 .153944+05 .182310-04 
• 600000+04 • 240000+04 • 613200+0.4 -.215264 .-01  • 154246+05 4182260-04 
.600000+04 .240000+04 .614400+04. -.234374-01 .154548+05 .176609-04 
.600000+04 .240000+04 .615600+04 -0253411-01 .154850+05 .176201704 
.600000+04 .240000+04 .616800+04 -.272373-01 .155152+05 .175710-04 
.600000+04 .240000+04 .618000+04 -4291261-01 .155454+05 .175136-04 
.600000+04 4240000+04 .625200+04 -.403070-01 .157265+05 .170629-04' 
.600000+04 .240000+04 .632400+04 -.512333-01 .159076+05 .157198-04 
.600000+04 4240000404 .639600+04 -.619136-01 .160887+05 .152304-04. 
.600000+04 .240000+04 .646800+04 -.722541-01 .162698405 .139257-04 
.600000+04 .240000+04 - .664000+04 -.990990-01 .167528+05 4 102462704 
.600000+04 .240000404 .685200+04 .•.124343+00 .172257+05 .107423704 
.400000+04 .240000+04 .704400+04 -4148211400 .177187+05 .102544-04 
.600000+04, .240000404 .723600+04 -.170812400 .182014405 .981170-05 
.600000+04 .240000+04 .742800+04 -.192245+00 4186844+05 .959282-05 
.600000+04 .240000+04 .822000+04 -.270073+00 .206768+05 .130024-04 
GIVE'EXTERNAL LOAD :AND CAGE SPEED 
Table 11. Typical Bearing Operating Parameters at Maximum Driving 
Cage Force. Cage Speed 4000 rpm 
1600.,4000.:10364. 
P = .16000+04 N 	.10364+05 EPNJ = .20108+05 CSLIP =-.29167+01 
PNJC = .19521+05 	EPNC = .41202+04 	TTC 
J 	DEF 	W 	 TC 	 NJ 
.1.749-03 . .7389-04 	.2223-01 	.1986+05 
= .30988-01 	Cr = .93599-05 
SLIP 	RCF 
-.1232+01 	-.3150-05 	.9384-03 
2 .1492-03 .6195-04 .2003-01 .1985+05 -.1296+01 -.2327-05 .9823-03 
3 .7919-04 .3066-04 .1251-01 .19148+05 -.1115+01 -.7705-06 .1180-02 
4 .0000 .0000 .0000  .19132+05 -.1442+01 -.4931-07 .0000 
5 .0000 .0000 .0000 .1975+05 -.1784+01 -.3933-07 .0000 
6 .0000 .0000 .0000 .1970+05 -.2050+01 -.3098-07 .0000 
7 .0000 .0000 .0000 .1965+05 -.2259+01 -.2405-07 .0000 
8 .0000 .0000 .0000 .1962+05 -.2422+01 -.1844-07 .0000 
9 .0000 .0000 .0000 .1960+05 -.2546+01 -.1401-07 .0000 
10 .0000 .0000 .0000 .1958+05 -.2640+01 -.1056-07 .0000 
11 .7919-04 .3066-04 .1343-01 .1960+05 -.2507+01 -.5298-06 .1177-02 
12 .1492-03 .6195•04 .2007-01 .1990+05 -.1048+01 -.2397-05 .9827-03 
13 .3783-03 .7389-04 .2223-01 .1986+05 -.1233+01 .4102-07 .9384-03 
GIVE EXTERNAL LOAD,CAGE SPEED AND INNER RING SPEED 
• 
800..4000..10515. 
P = .80000+03 N = .10515+05 EPNJ = .20400+05 CSLIP =-.43108+01 
PNJC = .19521+05 EPNC =.41802+04 TTC = .21580-01 CF = .32562-05 
J 	DEF 	W 	 TC 	 m 	SLIP 	RCF • 
1 .9569-04 .3783-04 .1509-01 .1989+05 -, .2482+01 
2 .8055-04 .3125-04 .1382-01 .1989+05 -.2521+01 
3 .3906 ,-04 .1399-04 .9863-02 .1987+05 -.2592+01 
4 .0000 .0000 .0000 .1982+05 :J -.2864+01 
5 .0000 .000.0 .0000: .1975+05 -.3204+01 
6 .0000 	:" .0000 .0000 	. 0 . 1969+05 -.3475+01 7 
.0000 	' - 	.0000 .0000 .1965+05 -.:3636+01 
8 .0000  .0000 .0000 .19. 62+05 -.3848+01 
9 .0000  ..0000 .0000 :0959+05 -*3970+01 
10 .0000 .0000 .0000 .1957+05 -.4061+01 
11 .3906-04 .1399-04 .1030-01 .1957+05 -.4091+01 
12 ■ 8055-04 .3125-04 .1379-01 .1971+05 -.3401+01 
13 .2216-03 .3783-04 .1509-01 .1989+05 .2480+01 

















Table 12. Typical Bearing Operating Parameters at Maximum Driving 
Cage Force. Cage Speed 2000 rpm 
160 0 ..2000..5292. 
P = .16000+04 N = .52920+04 EPNJ = .10267+05 CSLIP =•..49346+01 
PNJC = .97605+04 EPNC = .21038+04 TTC = .29854-01 CF = .89840-05 
DEF TC NJ SLIP 	RCF 
1.1721-03 .7255-04 .2218-01 .1040+05 .132. 2+01 ■ .2931-05 .5896.-03 
2 .1484-03 .615504 .1668-01 .1063+05 .3489+01 -.204105 .6177-03 
3 .8392-04 .3270-04 .1250-01 .1041+05 .1374+01 -.9542-06 .7253-03 
4 .0000 .0000 .0000 .1025+05 -.1447+00 -.1780-07 .0000 
5 .0000 .0000 .0000 .1020+05 -.6378+00 -.1654-07 .0000 
6 .0000 .0000 .0000 .1016+05 -.1082+01 -.1531-07 .0000 
7 .0000 .0000 .0000 .1011+05 -.1409-07 .0000 
8 .0000 .0000 .0000 .1008+05 ..-.1969+01 -.1289-07 .0000 
9 .0000 .0000 .0000 .1004+05 -.2214+01 -.1174-07 .0000 
10 .0000 .0000 .0000 .1001+05 -•.2527+01 -.1063-07 .0000 
11 .8392-04 .3270-04 .1411-01 .1006+05 -.2059+01 -.8000-06 .7209-03 
.12 .1484-03 .6155-04 .1965-01 .1022+05 -.4580+00 -.2259-05 .6134-03 
13 .3513-03 .7255-04 .2220-01 1041+05 .1403+01 .4884-06 .5896-03 
GIVE EXTERNAL LOADDCAGE SPEED AND INNER RING SPEED 
800..2000..53534 
P = .80000+03 N = .53530+04 EPNJ = .10386+05 CSLIP =.60180+01 
PNJC = .97605+04 	EPNC 
DEF 
= .21281+04 	TIC 
TC 	 NJ 
= 
SLIP 
CF = .32775.-05 
RCF 
1 .9266-04 .3650-04 .1472...01 .1021+05 -.1680+01 -. 1014-05 .7054-03 
2 .7963-04 .3095-04 .1373-01 .1023+05 -.1505+01 -.8045-06 .7372-03 
3 .4409-04 .1601-04 .1057-01 .1023+05 •..1494+01 -.3327-06 .8743-03 
4 .0000 .0000 .0000 .1019+05 -.1851+01 -.1632-07 .0000 
5 .0000 .0000 .0000 .1015+05 -.2298+01 -.1505-07 .0000 
6 .0000 .0000 .0000 .1010+05 -.2702+01 .0000 
7 .0000 .opoo .0000 .1007+05 4,3072+01 .1261.•07 .0000 
8 .0000 	; ..0000 .0000 .1003+05 -.3410+01 -.1145-07 .0000 
9 .0000 .0000 .0000 .1.000+05 -.3717+Or -.1033-07 .0000 
10 .0000 .0000 .0000 .9971+04 ....3993+04 9279-08 .0000 
11 .4409-04 .1601-04 .1086-.01 .9969+04 .-.4006+01 -.2718-06 .870403 
12 .7963-04 .308504 .1362-01 ..1013+05 .-.2486+01 -.,_7657-06 .7359-03 
13 .1930-03 .3650-04 .1472-01 .1021+05 -.1688+01 .1044-06 .7054-, 03 
GIVE EXTERNAL LOAD.CAGE SPEED AND INNER RING SPEED 
Table 13. . Typical Bearing Operating Parameters at Maximum Driving 
Cage Force. Cage Speeds 6000 and 400 rpm 
1600.,6000.,15485. 
P = .16000+04 N = .15485+05 EPNJ = .30043+05 CSLIP :-. .25342+01 
PNJC = .29282+05 	EPNC 
J 	DEF 




CF = .93235 - 05 
RCF 
1 	.1796-03 .7608..•04 .2241-01 .2940+05 -.2125+01 -.2919-05 .1232 - 02 
2 .1506-03 .6260••04 .2019-01 .2959+05 -.1507+01 -.2758 - 05 .1298 - 02 
3 	.7141 -04 .2734.•04 .1231-01 .2934+05 -.2327+01 -.4628 - 06 .1608-02 
4 .0000 .0000 .0000 .2951+05 -.1777+01 -.1118-06 .0000 
5 .0000 .0000 .0000 .2940+05 -.2145+01 -.6118 - 07 .0000 
6 .0000 .0000 .0000 .2934+05 -.2345+01 -.3082 -07 .0000 
7.0000 .0000 .0000 .2931+05 -.2443+01 -.1518-07 .0000 
8 .0000 .0000 .0000 .2929+05 -.2491+01 -.7152-08 .0000 
9.0000 .0000 .0000 .2929+05 -.2514+01 -.3326- 08 .0000 
10 .0000 .0000 .0000 .2928+05 -.2525+01 -.1534-08 .0000 
11 	.7141-04 .2734-04 .1241 - 01 .2929+05 -.2491+01 -.366606 .1607 - 02 
12 	.1506-03 .6260-04 .2015-01 .2953+05 a..1715+01 -.2586- 05 .1297-02 
13 .4224 -03 .7608-04 .2241-01 .2940+05 -.2128+01 -.5762 - 06 .123202 
GIVE EXTERNAL LOADDCAGE SPEED AND INNER RING SPEED 
200.0400.'1125o 
P = .20000+03 N = .11250+04 EPNJ = .21826+04 CSLIP ='w.10563+02 
PNJC = . 41952I+04 	EPNC = .44724 
J 	DEF 	W 	 IC 
+03 	TTC = 
NJ 
.114101-01 	CF = .5498906 
SLIP 	RCF 	 H 
1 .2632-04 .9027-05 .9364-02 .2150+04 • .4056+01 .1 . 6000.6 .1404-02 
2 .2217414 .168505 .9019=02 .2155+.04 =.'1261+01 -1320.06 .1467-02 
3 • 1306•04 .4147- 05 7857°02 • 2154+04 -.11310 +01 6237°07 .1735 - 02 
4 0000 0000 .0000 .2147+04 1635+01 642009 .0000 
5 .0000 .0000 .0000 42138+04 .-42055.1.01 -.6264-09 .0000 
6 .0000 .0000 .0000 .2129+04 -.2459+01 -.6105 -09 .0000 
7 .0000 .0000 .0000 .2120+04 - . 2851+01 -.5939 - 09 .0000 
8 o000. , .0000 .0000 .2112+04 -.3233+01 ...576809 .0000 
9 40000 .0000 .0000 .2104+01v-0604+01 -.5592 -09 .0000 
10 .0000 	.0000 .0000 .2096+04 -.3963+01 ...541209 .0000 
11 .1306-04 .4147-05 .7979-02 .2102+04 .1690+01 5949•07 .1735 - 02 
12 .2277 - 04 .7685-05 .90337..02 .2143+04 -.1834+01 -.1311-06 .1467 - 02 
13 .5301 -04 .9027059364..02: .2154+04 •..1322+01 .1404-02 
GIVE EXTERNAL LOAC0AGE SPEED AND INNER RING SPEED 
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THERMAL REDUCTION FACTOR 
In his study [6] Cheng used a model to express the. viscosity 
as a function of pressure and temperature of the form 
Taking data for XRK-109 at different pressures and teMperatures [23] 
the values of 110 , a, ft and y are: 
a = 8.52 x 10 psi 
1bf - Sec 
110 909.15 Cp = 1.3185 x 10 	2 
in 
= 7.886 x 10-3 °R 
The dimensionless values of a, and y for'the reference valueS 
of P = 110,000 psi and To = 560°F, are 
a! = erPb/2 = 14.72 
B' = 14.08 
= 26.84 
As shown in Figure 6 of reference [6] the slip ratio has a very 
100 
small influence on the value of O t , for this reason its influence was 
reglected and Ot evaluated at (U2 - U1 )/U2 = 0.2. 
With the fotnd parameters for the XRM-109 oil , the nearest set 
of curves of Ref. [6] was Figure 10, run 27, [6]. This curve was 
corrected to take into account a slip of .2, the correction factor 
taken from Figure 6 [6]. (The corrected curve is equal to that of 
run 51, Figure 14 [6].) The value of 	for XRM-109 is significatively 
different from $i = 8.006 of run 51 so this curve was corrected, the 
correction factors being taken from Figure 5, [6]. The corrected 
curve was then correlated by an equation of the form 
(A-2) 
A and B being the functions of X, as shown in Figure 30. The final 
values of A and B are: 
A = - 0,5677 - .0.0348X 	 (k-8) 
B = 0.1-003 + 0.0311 x 
Figure 31 shows Ot as a function of gril for three pressures: 100,000, 
150,000, and 200,000 psi. 
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Figure 31. Film Thickness Thermal Reduction Factor Versus qt. 
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APPENDIX D 
TRA.CTION COEFFICIENT AT HIGH PRESSURES 
Table 14 gives some values of the traction coefficients for 
fluid XRM-109 taken from reference [11]. Those values were used to 
find an empirical formula to calculate the traction coefficient. 
An examination of the curves given yin [11] indicated that the 
correlation may be made with a formula of the form 
TC = 	CX + D(1 - e - X ) 	 (A-5) 
This is the sum of a straight line with, negative slope and a decaying 
exponential. This combination gives for X = 0, TC = 0, gives a maximum 
TC and then a continuous decreasing of TC as X increases. 
The Variable X  




v =; sliding velocity = 	2) in/sec 
	
(A-7) 
ua  = Mean entraining velocity of the fluid into the contact. 
In Figure 32' can be seen that the mean velocities at which the 




Figure 32. Entraining Velocity at .Contacts 
uao = Ru20 + uco + 0 + uco] = u20/2 + uco 
tic is the velocity at the point of contact, 
2r0.111 
uco. = 	(1 ± s) 1 60 
A-9) 
A-10)  
The Parameters A,  C D 
These parameters which are fUnctiOnt of X, were found from the 
data, in such a way that three conditions were fUlfilled: - 
a) That the maximum traction coefficient was correctly predicted 
for each pressure. 
1 - e 
D - TC* + CX* -Ax* (A-14) 
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b) That the traction.. coefficient was correctly predicted at 
A = .12, and 
) That at the maximum traction coefficient TC*, at X = X*, 
the slope of the curve TC - X was zero, i.e., 
dTC 
dA 1 X=X* = 
-AX* + Dke (A-11)  
TC* = - CX* + p(1 - e -Ar) 




TC* + CA* 
C 
(A-13) 
and D from 
A study of the variation of C demonstrated that C may be approximated 
by 
(A-15) C = 0.0143X + 0.03571 
And the values of I) and A are: 
D = 0. 046 - 0.031 e- 
0.31136X 
A = 147.507 arctg(4.76979(K - 1 . 0597)) 




Figures 33 and 34, show D and A as functions of the pressure ratio X. 
The sign of the traction force was determined by the sign of the 
sliding velocity while ua was taken in its absolute value. 
If sliding ratios greater than 0.14 were found, the calculation 
of the traction coefficient is made taking the value at .X = .14, Tc 14 , 
as the basis for an exponentially decaying curve as given by Equation 
A-18. 
TC = TCi4 EXP[in 3(.14 - X)/2] 	 (A-18) 
This equation was selected so that it follows the trend of the experi-
mental curves and it dacays asymtotally to zero. This was done because 
of the lack of data of traction coefficients at higher slip ratios. 
The asymtotic values of zero was chosen because there was not any better 
value found. Regirer [21] gave a method to estimate the asympototic 
value of the traction force but unfortunately it is not applicable to 
the present case. 
Figure 33. Factor D Versus Pressure RatiO 
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a = 500. 	in Sec. = 1000 in/Sec. 




.0180 .2090 .0370 .0380 .0010 .0180 .0250 .0300 
.0210 .0330 .0420. .0430 .0050 .0205. .0280 .0340 
.0220 .0340 .0425 	: .0440 .0075 .0210 .0290 - .0360. 
.0225 .0335 .042o .0435 .0100 .0210. .0295 .0375 
. 0222 uccc ..0330 .0395 .0420 .0150 .0210 .0285 .0375 
.0220 .0320 .0370 ..0410 .0200 .0210 .0280 .0370 
.0210 .0300 .0350 .0380 .0300 .0190 .0270 .0340 
.0200 .0280 .0340 .0370 .0400 .0180 .0260 .0330 
.0190 0270 .0324 .0360 .0500 .0171 .02.45 .0310 
.0180 .0260 .0310y .0350 .0600 .0170 .0230 .0295 
Table 14. Traction Coefficients for Fluid XRM-109 A - 4 
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